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DEARMR.PRESIDENT:

1 have the honor to submit the report of the President’s Commissionon Heart
Disease, Cancer and Stroke.

The Commission was.appointed by you in Mqrch 1964, to develop a realistic
battle plan leading to the ultimate conquest of three diseases-heart disease,
cancer and stroke—which now ackount for more than 70 percent of the deaths in
this country. In your initial charge to us, you requested us to recommend
practical steps to reduce the heavy losses exacted by these diseases through
the developmentof new scientific knowledgeand through the delivery to ail of our
people in every pati of this great land of the precious, Iifesa\ing medical knowl-
edge we now possess, but fail to bring to so many stricken American families.

Grateful beyond measure of expression for this Presidential mandate, we
plunged into our assigned task—confident that the toil of these three diwases
could in fact be sharply reduced now and in the immediate future. During the
intervening months, as we sought and received testimony from scores of leaders
in medicine and public affairs, our conviction mounted that wecould chart a truly
national effort-calling upon the full resources of FederaI, State and local govern-
ments, the dedicated members of the health professions, and our great vdluntary
health organizations—leading to the increased control, and eventual elimination,
of heart disease, cancer and stroke as leading causes of disability and dea~h.

This report embodies our recommendations for such a united effort by a free
and vjgorous people. Our stated goals are neither impractical nor visionary-
they can be achieved jf we so will it. They must be achie~-edif we are to check
the heavy losses these three diseases inflict upon our economy-close to $,W
billion each year in lost productivity and lost taxes due to premature disability
and death.

In the early decades of this Republic, our people tended to view disease as
an irrevocable and irreversible visitation from an implacable Fate. Our remark-
able progress against many diseases over the past half century—the life span of
tbe average American has been lengthened by 23 years since 1900—is vivid
proof of the reversibility of any disease process. .

The great engineer Charles F. Kettering once observed that no disease is
incurable; it only seemsso because of the ignorance of man.

We submit this report, Mr. President, in the deep conviction that its immediate
implementation will not only narrow appreciably the spectrum of our ignorance,
but will contribute to the saving of thousands upon thousands of American lives
now needlesslysacrificed to these three deadly enemies of mankind.

Respectfullyyours,

7Wfl+
MICHAELE. DEBAKEY,M.D.,

Chairman.
.
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In submitting its report the President’s Commission wishes to express its
profound appreciation for the generous assistance and cooperation offered by
professional organizations, voluntary agencies, and other individuals and groups.
A special expression of gratitude is due to Dr. E. Cowles Andrus and all others
responsible for the Second National Conference on Cardiovascular Diseases, . “;

which was held durirlg the ~riod of the Commission’sservice, for providing us
with preprints of fieir proceedings which served as basic scientific documenta-
tion for much of our work.

We wish also to acknowledge the unstinting cooperation of many agencies
and branches of the Federal Government, with special thanks to Anthony J.
Celebrezze, Secretaw of Health, Education, and Welfare; to Surgeon General
Luther L. Terry of the PubIic Health Service; to Dr. James A. Shannon of the
NationaI Institute5 of Health and t. Dr. Aaron W. Christensen of the Bureau
of State SeNice5 (Community Health), for providing staff and support without
which the Commi55ioncould not have performed its assigned function.

Finally, the Comi55ion wi5h= t. expr~s its profound debt of gratitude to
the staff member$ who5ework, frequently performed under conditions of extreme
pressure, wa5 carried out with uniformly high quality reflecting great credit v
both on them a5individua~ and on the Organhations they represent. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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In seeking to develop a national program for the immediate reduction and
ultimate conquest of heart disease, cancer and stroke, the President’s Com-
missionaccepted a complex challenge.

There was need, first, to document in depth the dimensions of the problem
and to assess the Nation’s existing and potential resources for achieving the
stated ~oals. Then it was necessary, based on these assessments,to draft recom-
mendationsscaled to the dimensions of the problem and tailored to the limitations
of practicality,

We quickly recognized apparently conflicting sets of specifications in develop-
ing and presenting our program. The ‘recommendations should be compre-
hensive-in order to advance the attack on aUfronts—and yet sufficientlyspecific
to serve as a blueprint for action. Moreover, it was essential that the program
be understood and accepted by both the scientists and the policy making repre-
sentatives of the American people.

The present report represents our attempt to meet these specifications. It is
pr=ented in twovolumes,of which this is the first.

Volume I is the summary volume and is intended for wide distribution. It
includes the Commission’srecommendations for a national program to conquer
heatt disease,cancer and stroke.

Volume 11,to be published in a more limited edition, is made up of the full
tcports of the eight subcommittees into which the Commission divided for a
systematic approach to problems confronting it. It also includes additional
scientific and technical documentation developed at the Commission’s request
by other individuals and groups.

The first two chapters of Votume I constitute the backdrop against which
ihe Commission’sproposals are to be viewed. Chapter One seeks to measure the
impact of heart disease, cancer and stroke on the American people—in terms
{If deaths, disability, and economic costs-and describes current progress in
scientific knowledge which offers hope for immediate and future reductions
of this toll. Chapter TWO discusses the A’ation’s current state of readiness to com-
hat these three diseases, contrasting the manpower, facilities, and other resources
now available with those which are needed t. mount a full-scale attack, both in
the delivery of medica] service and ill the discovery of new knowledge.

Chapters Three through Seven present the 3S specific recommendations of the
Commission. These are grouped under five broad headings, related to specific
areas of need for action. Chapter Eight deals directty with legislative and orga-
nization] problems which must be resolved if the specific recommendations are
to be fully effective.

The commission’s suggestions for expenditures needed to carry out the ~ro-
posed programs are tabulated in connection \vith each specific recomme~da-
tion. Summary tables, which indicate the tota[ funds recommenced and compare
th= withexisting levelsof expenditure, willbe found in AppendixA.

Considered broadly, the Commission’s35 recommendations are of two general vii
i

types. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERANDSTROKE
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The first of these categories includes those recommendations which are di-
rected specifically at the three djseases in question. These constitute the frontal
assault on problems related to the conquest of heart disease, cancer and stroke.

Included in thjs cat~gory are the recommendations comprising the major
innovative thrust of the report-the establishment of a nationaI network of
regional centers, Iwal diaowostic and treatment statjons, and medical complexes
designed to unite the worlds of sb{entific research, medical education and
medical care. This proposed natjonal network would bring within reach of
every physicjan and every patient, region by region and community by com-
munity, the very best in the diagnosis and treatment of heart disease, cancer
and stroke. It would, in our judgment, have an immediate jmpact. It would
save many lives and prevent widespread suffering-merely by mating medjcal
ana scien~ifi~excellence in heart disease, cancer and stroke readily accessible
to those whoseliv= depend on it. The national network program is described jn
detail in Chapter,~hree of the report.

In addition, the dirmt assault on the three diseases requires several other ur-
gently needed progrm=. These include the strengthening of statewide labora-
tory programs for heart dis~se control, a national efiort directed toward the
detection of cervical cancer, the estdlishment of highly specialized research
units for intensive study-of s~jfic disease problems, and augmented support
of research in heart dixase, cancer and stroke.

But heart disease, cancer and stroke cannot realistically be considered apart
from the broad problems of Amerjcan science and medicine. Therefore the
second category ~f recommendations-no less essential than the first-is designed
to strengthen the total national reaourck for advancing scientific knowledge and
providjng medical servjces.

Skilled manpower for the attack on heart disease, cancer and stroke must be
drawn from the national rese~ojr of health manpower-and hat national reser-
vojr is =riously inadequate. Therefore, the CommiWionhas recommended direct
and forthright governmental support of rnedjcal edueation and other essential
training programs.

● *’
Successful local programs for control of heart disease, cancer and stroke

depend upon strong community health resourc~; therefore, the Commission has
recommended programs to buttress these efforts. Similarly, research on specific
disease problems dependsupon a variety of supporting resources and mechanisms
which are the iubjmt of separate r~ommendations. Scientific knowledge on
heart disease, cancer and stroke must be efficiently communicated among scien-
tists, to practitjQnerS and to the public; thus, a number of recommendations are
ajmed at problemsof communication.

In sum, if we are to conquer heart disease, cancer and stroke, we must, as a
nation, rededicate and redirect our efforts toward this high pqrpose. We must
strike boldly at the ~ific problems posed by each dj~ase through a nation-
wide approach which represents a major innovation in Ameri~n medicine.
At the same time we must strengthen and support our entire heplth resource upon
which the innovativeaeack mustbe based.

.
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In his Special Health Message to the Congr=s in February 19@, President
LyndonB. Johnson made the followingannouncement:

“I am establishing a Commission on Heart Dtiease, Cancerand Stroke to
recommendsteps to reduce the incidence of these disemes through new knowl-
edge and more compkte utilization of the medical knowledgewe already have.”
Two months later, when the newly formed Commission first convened at the

WhiteHouse,he said:
“Unbss we do better, two-thirds of all Americans now living wi~ sufler or

die /rem cancer, heart disease or stroke. I expect you to do something about
;2.”
Something can be done about it. Every day men and women are dying who

ncerf not die. Every hour families are being plunged into tragedy that need
not happen. Wives are widowed, children left motherless-not for lack of scien-
tificknowledge,but for lack of the right care at the right time.

Every available fact points to the same conclusion—that the toll of heart
diwase, cancer and stroke can be sharply reduced now, in this nation, in this time.

The sweep of scientific progress in the past decade has brought most forms
of congenital heart disease within our powers of correction. Advances in sur-
gery make it possible to save patients who would have been doomed five years
ago; inaeea, evefi one year ago. Rheumatic heart di~ase now can be virtually
diminated. Many strokm can be foreseen and preventea. Cancer of the cer-
vix and uterus can be brought almost to the vanishing point, and chances
am greatly improved for cure of cancer in other accessible sites, comprising
over70 percent of all cancer patients.

Thm tbin~ can be done now, without further scientific advance.
hfeanwhilenew knowledge of he fundamental processes “oflife promises great

new weapons for the immediate future. Successful replacement of defective
Grganscomes cIoser to reaIity each day. New methods of cancer detection and
tma!mentare in immediate prospect.

The way is there. All that is lacking is the national will to give our people
the full measure of protection against their three most deadly enemies,

The Commission is keenly aware that its Report will help to prolong life
and ease suffering only if it is followed by vigorous action. Our aim is to kindle
a re-dedication of our national health resourws and a new awareness on the
Mtt of the American Peop]e, t. the end that hea~ aisease, cancer and stroke
may be sharply reduced, increasingly Controlled and ultimately conquered as
tnemies of Man.

The facts provide abundant Proof that the goal is worth the striving.
Heart diseaw, cancer ana stroke, taken together, cIaimed 1,2 million Ameri- XI

an lives in 19G&more than 7 out of every 10 deaths in this country. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE,,.
i’ ‘.,:: ~,,,’,,,,.,,.,; ,.,.::,’.,,,,,’,,..,.,,.,,
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The 365,000 Americans between the ages of 25 and 64 who died of these
diseases in 1962 would have earned wages totaling more than $1.5 bilhon and
paid close to $200 million in Federal income taxes had they lived one more
healthy working year.

Moreover, this is only the beginning of the economic cost of heart dise~
cancer and stroke; an estimated 14.6million Americans are suffering from definite
heart disease, and another 13 million from suspected heart disease.

At the same time, other facts demonstrate that the nation is capable of
meeting the challenge.

Our nation’s resources for health are relatively untapped. The rising tide of
biomedical research has already doubled and redoubled our store of knowledge
about heart disease, cancer and stroke. Yesterday’s hopelex case has become
today’s miracle cure. We stand on the threshold of still greater breakthroughs
in thp laboratories and clinical centers of the nation.

Yet for every breakthrough, there must be follow-through. Many of our
scientific triumphs have been hollow victories for most of the people who could
benefit from them.

The obstacles in our path are many and formidable. Not the least of h=e
is the harsh fact that modern medical care is too expensive for many of our
people. Nthough our recommendations do not relate directly to this challenge,
the Commission recognizes that our society must successfully overcome this
obstacle if the promise of modem medicine is to be fulfilled.

Each premature death from heart di~ase, canoer ~d stroke is a ~mon~
tragedy. But each preventable death is a national reproach. Every year, more
such preventable deaths are occurring—for the pace of science is bringing more
within our reach, but the pace of application allows them to slip through our
grasp.

We need to match potential with achievement, to fuse the worlds of science
and practice. We need to develop and support acreative partnership among all
our health resources. This way—which is the way of a democratic republic—
is the true path to conquest of heart disease, cancer and stroke.

The first line of defense for our people’s health is manned by private pri6ti-
tioners. The advance in biomedical-research is led by individual investigators.
The settings in which these men and women work are our great private, com-
munity and State institutions-hospitals, universities, scientific institutes.

Individual freedom is the cornerstone of the health structure.

Individual initiative is cl=rly visible rdso in the work of our great voluntary
agencies in the health field. The American Heart Association, the American
Cancer Society and others have pioneered in the support of health research and
in speeding the delivery of the benefits of re~arch to people who need them.
Specifically, the funds raised by these organizations are channeled into research,
into education of the public and training for the health professions, and into
direct service for patients.

xii Local and State initiative is demonstrated by rapidly developing pubhc health
j, HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE programs aimed at control of heart disease, c~cer ~d stroke. State agencim,,
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in particular are in process of accepting greatly increa~d responsibility for pro.
gramscombatting these diseases.

At the aarne time, society aa a whole has a heavy stake in the success of MS

endeavor. It is appropriate and necessary that the Federal government
encourage, stimulate and support the upward thrust of national health.

Events of the pmt t~~ dmades have proved beyond question that such
encouragement and support, far from interfering with personal and scientific
freedom, has in fact created he conditions in which such freedom can realize

fUII fruition. The solution to the problems of heart disease, cancer and stroke,
can be built only on the foundation of a profound and truly national com-
mitment to this ena, by both public and private resources.

The nation’s stren~h derives from the stren@ of its people. A national
investmentin the prolonging of productive life for its people pays rich dividends
in national productivity.

Goodhealth is good busin= for the nation.
But in a democratic society, there are other motives for action, more com-

pellingstill.
/leati disease, cancer and stroke cut life short; they curtail the enjoyment

of liberty; they make futile the pursuit of happiness. One true measure of a
nttion’s greatness is its success in making available to its people the means for
projectingand enriching their individual lives.

me President’s Commission on Heart Disease, Cancer and Stroke ba~ its
l{eport on the conviction that the United States wi~ measure up to greatness;
that it will choose to continue and accelerate the forwara thrust of medicd
r~arch across new thr~holds of discovery; and that it will resolve to make
fully available the benefits of scientific knowledge to all those whose life and
opportunityfor individual fulfillmentdepena upon them.

We do not promise that our program win save a million lives next year. We
do not guarantee to all the fillion5 of victims of heart disease, cancer ana stroke
a newlife free frornpain and fear.

But we believe that many thousands of men and womenwho might live will aie,
needlessly,year by year, until the nation make this new commitment.

We believethat may ~ousanas of men and women will suffer and stana iale,
n~dlmsly, year by year, un~i]the nation p}edgesi~ ful~resources to their cause.

TOthesemen and womenwe dedicate &is Report.

. d’
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PART I Chapter One

THE DIMENSIONSOf THE PROBLEM

ne first of the three “objectives se! for the Commission was to measure
~Ilcmagnitude of the impact of heart disease, cancer and stroke on the Ameri-

can ~ople.
such measurements have been made by many people, in various ways.

The usual product of these assessments is a set of statistical tables. The numbers
run ;nto millioris, sometimes billions. The columns drift into abstraction—age-

sdjusted death rates, man-hours, productivity.
These tabulations are valuable and necessary. They are especially valuable

when they furnish chres for a more eficient attack on specific aspects of the prob-
lem. But they do not measure tbe true impact of the three great killing diseases
on the American people.

They do not quantitate grief for more than one million American families
every year.

They do not express the personal economic hardship that comes in the wake
O(a father’s sudden, fatal heart attack. NTowherein the tables will you find the
heartbreak and the long emoiional stress that follow a mother’s death from
csncer. They may count the number of hours of idleness pnforced by chronic
disahiiity, but they do not measure the length of each hour.

These represent the true impact of heart disease, cancer and stroke. They
h~uld be read into every statistical paragraph, table and chart in the mate-
rial that follows.

TheCkongingPattern o/Sickness and Health
]ieart dise~e, cancer and stroke are overwhelmingly the leading causes of

de~th in the United States today. Diseases of the heart and circulatory system—
a broad category that includes Strokes—now claim nearly a million lives each
}-ear. Cancer takes over a quarter million more. ‘

!,

]n 1963, these di~ase~ accounted for 71 percent of all deaths in the nation.
~mpared with thgm, a]l‘the other enemies of man—the great range of infectious
di=ases, accidents, con~inital ana nutritional disorder-fade into relative in-
significance.

[t has not rdWaySbeen ~ps. The ascendancy of the three great ki~ers is
a r~ent development. It is, in fact, a byprodu~t of brilIiant progress in biolo~cal
~ience and medical service.

A f~ shoe decaaes ago, tuberculosis was the ~eatest single menace to
American heajth. pneumonia and influenza took a heavy toll each year.

barely begun. For
disease and cancer

.

1
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we are the beneficiaries of a great Medica] re}olu[i(~tl. ‘1’11~’lil’sl 11[11[“er]”
tury of scientific medicine has ~e~Llltedin a slvift]Y.~[.(,lvi,lgl){}l)lll:l~it~ll+~1~l”c:~{tly
lengthened lifespan, a le},elof ,\e]l.being far above Lll(;ll”ig[l[’~1<’~l)l’~’l~ltio;]s‘f
our grandfathers’ generation.

DEATHS FROM

HEART DISEASE,

CANCER AND STROKE

IN 1963

2
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Ithas also resulted in a heightening of our O}vll~l~l,iratioll~. ~~ath fro’11
heart disease or cancer, at a relatively advanced age, ~Y1ls’OI)C(!pL’I.s~Jll~lIiYtragic
but philosophically acceptable. Today we are n. ~o~,gcrwillitlg tOlolcratc ~Vhat
was once “the inevitable.”

our new intolerance is based on kno}vledge—that~lcilrl disea~t’,c~~[lcera~]d
stroke need not kill so many Peop]e today, and that tolrlorrow ;~till nlore pre-
mature deaths will be within our power to prevent. Frotn this illtok:rance comes
determination, The magnitude of the problem, as discu~sc{lir~this (’ha~)tcl”,is not
a status guo tobelamentedandaccepted,buta Chal]er]gcto“I)(!rllct. --

HEART DISEASE
Description

The term heart disease, as commonly used, includes n Iargt! llllrllll~~.‘f col]di-
tions affecting the heart and circulatory system, It is IIOLu Sill:ll’ disease, but
many. The cardiovascular-renal diseases—t. use the broll{l]yirl{:lusi\’etechnical
terms+an be divided into three major categories:

(1) Strokes—damage to the blood vesselsaffectingt]lc cerltrtll rl~’rv~ttssystem;
(2) Diseases of the heart itself and the b]ood Ves$e]sscl.vir]glhe l~od)’,includ”

ing rheumatic fever and rheumatic heafi disease, artct’ioscl~!l”o~isand de-
generative heart disease, functional diseases of tl]c heart, hig}ll~loodPres-
sure and hy~rtensive heart disease, and numeroug oth(>l.sl}ectficdisease
entities;



(3) Kidney diseases, including chronic nephritis and renal sclerosis, which

are related to the circulator~r system and are therefore included in the

broad category.

Deaths jrom Heart Disease

In 1963, 994,747 people in the United States died of the cardiovascular-rerial
diseases.

Of these deaths, ~bollt one-fifth (201,166) were cause~l b~ strokes BY

far the Iargest share (707,830), over 70 percent, were caused by heart disease,
Predominant}’arteriosclerotic heart disease including coronary disease (546,813).
Hypertensive heart disease and hypertension accounted for about 7 percent (73,-
791), with the remaining deaths distributed among other disorders of the heart
and circulatory system.

Heart diseases (and strokes) accounted for more than half (50.1 percent) of
aIl deaths in the United States in 1963. In 1900, these diseases accounted for

onlyabout one death in seven.
Heart disease is predominantly, but by no means exclusively,a cause of death

among older people. About 72 percent of the 707,830 heart disease deaths in

1963occurred in persons aged 65 and over.
There are striking differences in the heart disease rates by ‘ex- ‘en outnum-

ber women as victims by a factor of more than one-third~ll,98g to 295,841.
This is a relatively new and still incompletely understood phenomenon; until
about 1930, the heart disease death rates for men and women were of about the
samemagnitude.

(,~~~–gg4,747 DIEDOF CARDIOVASCULAR-RENAL DISEASES)“-=’””““ ‘~
I
i
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Interesting and unexplained variations exist in the geographic distribution of
cardiovascular disease deaths in the United States. There is higher mortality—
for both men and women-in the Eastern and far Western States, with lower
mortality in the Central and Mountain regions. Death rates appear to be
higher in large cities than in smaller towns and rural districts, but these differ-
ences do not fully account for the State-b}--Stateand regional variations. More-
over, it is believed that persons born in “high mortality” States carry with them
a high mortality tendenc!”even though they may die in a “low mortality” State.

4
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DEATHS FROM HEART DISEASE

DWTHS PER REGION

19,604 42,237 47,804 55,556 62,487 75,764 93,160 148,079 163,139

Illness and Disability

The heart diseases, in addition to their dominance as a cause of death, are
the cause of extremely widespread illness and disability in the United States.

Studies conducted by the National Health Survey of the U.S. Public Health
Service in 1960-62 indicate that an estimated 14.6 million adults suffered;,from
definite heart disease, and nearly as many had suspected heart disease.

Of every 100 persons in the population between the ages of 18 and 79, 13
had definite heart disease and 12 more had suspected heart disease. ThUS
nearly one-fourth of the adult population studied lives in certainty or in jeopardy
of heart disease.



The most common condition discovered by the Survey was hypertensive heart
disease, with 10.5 million “definite” and 4.7 million “suspect” cases. For cor~
nary heart disease, the estimates were 3.1 million “definite” and 2.4 million
“suspect.”

In sharp contrast with mortality figures, “definite” heart disease was
found to be more frequent in ~~omenthan in men. Women were more likely
to be suffering from hypertensive heart disease, while men were more likely
to have coronary heart disease or heart disease of congenital or syphilitic origin.

The frequency of heart disease increases sharply with age. Fewer than
2 percent of those aged 18–24 had definite heart disease, while at the other
extreme 39 percent of the men and 46 percent of the women aged 75-79 had
definiteheart disease.

EconomicImpact

The economic cost to the nation of any disease may be measured in terms
of its direct costs in diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation of patients suffer-
ing from the disease and the indirect costs associated with loss of earnings due
to disability and premature death.

Heart disease, with its enormous death toll and still greater prevalence as a
chronic disabling condition, imposes a multibillion dollar burden on the economy
each year.

Direct expenditures for hospital and nursing home care, physicians’ serv-
ices, drugs and other medical services for persons with heart disease amounted
to $2.6 billion in 1962.

About 15 percent of the total days of care in the nation’s short-term hospitals
are for care of heart disease patients, as are 28 percent of the patient days in
skilled nursing homes. One out of ten visits to physicians in private practice
are in connection with heart disease. Likewise, the drug biIl for cardiovascular
patients is estimated at 10 percent of alI expenditures for prescriptions.

The direct costs are only the beginning. Those who are disabled by heart
disease add another burden to the economy, owing to loss of output.

Taking into account members of the labor force, housewives, and others who
were unable to attend to their usual activities, a total of 132 million work days
were lost in 1962. These are equivalent to 540,000 man years, which amount
to $2.5 billion in terms of 1962dollars.

Other losses result from premature death. As we have seen, approximately
a quarter of a million people in the most productive years (25-64) died of
heart disease in 1963, slightly more than in the preceding year. Assuming that
the deaths occumed evenly over the year, more than $1 billion worth of output
was lost in 1%2.

Had alI those who died in 1%2 lived just one more year, the economy would
havegained $2 billion worth of output.

The nation is still paying in lost output for the people who died prematurely
of heart disease in the recent past.

Of 26 million deaths due to cardiovascular diseases in the period 1900-1961, 5
6 million persons would have survived to 1962 and worked or kept house if this HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE

.
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major cause of death had been eliminated. The assumption is that the cardio-
vascular (including in this instance stroke) death rate became zero while the
rates for all other causesremained unchanged.

In money terms the loss in output amounted to $24.5 billion.
It may be helpful to compare these losses due to heart disease to the woss

national product (the market value of all goods and services produced by the
economy). For this purpose the value of output imputed to housewives must
be excluded.

The sum of direct costs, plus losses of output by members of the labor force
due to heart disease, amounted to $22.4 billion, or 4 percent of GNP in 1962.

Progress and Prospect

The prospects are excellent for reducing the toll of heart disease in the years
immediately ahead. Great strides have been made in the past 15 years on the
research frontier. Today’s challenge is two-fold—to bring these advances not
just to the fortunate few but to the many who can benefit from them, md to
continue to acquire newlife-savingknowledge.

Medical research in the heart disease field has already paid rich dividends on
the growing public and private investment in biomedical scieqce. This progress
has been documentedin depth in the Report of the SecondNational Conferenceon
Cardiovascular Diseases,based on an intensive review by hundreds of physicians
and scientists. The followingare a fewofmanyexamples:

Advances in surgery in the past ten years have already saved thousands of
lives and promise to savemany more.

Patients suffering from aneu~sm—a ballooning out and thinning of the walls
of an artery-were until recently almost certain to die within a year. Now the
damaged section of the blood vessel can be removed and replaced with a sub
stitute vessel made of a plastic material. A recent analysis of 1,000 such cases
showedmore than 90 percent success, even with extensive aneurysms of the aorta
near the heart. Similar procedures, with similar prospects of success, can also
be employed for replacing segments of blood vesselsdamaged by arteriowlerosis
in the many instances in which such damages are localized. . -“

Surgery of a highly complex nature is now possible on the heart itself, thanks
to the development of artificial machines which can temporarily substitute for
the vital functions of the heart and lungs. Valves of the heart which are defec-
tive because of congenital heart disease can sometimes be repaired, and valves
with acquired damage are also being treated suwessfully.

Research on high blood pressure has brought into being a number of ex-
cellent drugs that effectivelylower elevated blood pressure levels. This advance
has already helped to produce, in the last decade, a significant reduction in the
death rates for hypertensive heart disease. These drugs also make it possible for
many people who suffer from high blood pressure to return to work and a normal
life.

There is no question that this gain would not have occurred without effective
research and its application.



Wehave not yet achieved a similar decline in the death rate from atherosclero-
~& ~~cially of the coronary arteries. Coronary heart disease remains the

num~r one cause of death jn the nation. But excitjng beginnings have been

~adc in this area also, and the prowosis for coronary patients is substantially
b!cr than it was a decade ago.

E]mtrical devices known as cardiac pacemakers have been developed that
csn r~tore a normal rate in a diseased and slowed-downheart. Some of these
~cmtakers, implanted jnside the chest, can maintain a normal heart rate for

)tAra; o~’er3,000people who might otherwise be dead are now livjng with im.
plantedpacemakers.

Arterial embolism—a dreaded complication of acute heart attack~js now
~reatly reduced in frequency thanks to anticoagulant drugs. Promisjng work js
WWunderway wjth clot-disolving drugs for the treatment of thrombosis.

in atill another promising area, hard-won progress js being made in the
axtremcly complex area of transplanting organs—including kidneys, lungs,
l{v~ and recentlyheart~into man.

Perhaps most dramatic of all, research efforts are now being directed toward
tb d~’elopment of an artificial heart to replace a diseased heart. Experimental
_ have already been tried in man, and an effective model is wjthin the
ra%e of possjbjlity by 1970 or even ~rlier. ~is challeng~as exciting as any
*W he entire range of scienc+is enormously complex. It requires he
mmbinedexcellenceof physicians, engineers, experts in the development of syn-
tiic materials, and many others. But physicians and engineers alike agree
*I thia is not a dream. me goal is feasjble; the problems are not insuperable.

~n~rtcd effort on a large scale may we~ produce one of the most dramatjc
btithroughs in acjentifichisto~.
Progreaain understanding and contro~ing heart disease has far exceeded

th fondm hopes of med~al men a generation ago. But the challenges are many
~d formidable. Genuine control awahs further research discovery.

h!c~whi!e, substantial reduction of tie ton of heart disease awaits a major
Mionwidc effort to apply what is aheady known, .

&xfiptbn
C~CER

&nctti are uncontrol]ed new ~owth~ which invade and destroy living
t~w. ~ey are made Up largely of cancerous cells which djffer from normal
*in many ways.

GMerou$ gro~h of the ~119 in variou9 ti55uW occur9 throughout the
‘!’ MQ@CA]world. Bird5 and many ~pecie9of animals are afflictedwith various
‘;,, ~ of the disease. Its cau9e9are not fu]]y ~der5tood–although knowledge
““” ~~~ fado~ relating t. .it9 development i9 growing rapidly. It js now clear that .,.
.’

vjral, environmental, and perhaps other factors

nwr occur9 in a Varjety of fomg in many different organs of the 7
~D•ˆ~efrequency ofcancer9in different 9ite9~arim relative to race, sex, HuRTDISMSE,CANCERAND STROKE
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[1
!: occupation, geography, ana other factors. It also varies aromatically with the

passage of time. Within a single generation in the Unitea States one form of
,:
\ : cancer+ arcinoma of the lung in men—has increasea strikingly while another—
~ stomach cancer in men—hasdeclined sharply.

Cancer Death

Cancer is the cause of 16 percent of all aeaths in the ~~niteaStates. It is by
a wide margin our secona greatest killer.

In 1962,278,562 Americans died of cancer; in 1963, the number was 285,362;
in 19W, the number will exceea 300,000. ~ese figures stand in sharp contrast
to the situation in 1900, when only 3.7 percent of all deaths were attributed to
cancer and when the aisease stood far down on the list of causes of mortality.

DEATHS FROM CANCER

DUTHS PER REGION

~~•ˆ m m m
8,175 16,470 18,845 23,743 25,470 32,412 36,866 59,336 64,045

~

.1~ me rise of cancer as a health menace can be chargea in large part to the
changing age composition of our population. Many more people are surviving

; :
the infectious diseases of youth and midale age only to succumb to the aiseases, :~.’,:; of the more advancea years.~;:;/

8 Yet cancer, like heart aisease, is by no means reserved for the aged, In 1963,~~;;Il
HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE W percent of cancer deaths were in the age groups under 65. About 9 per-

~;~~~,~
!!;:[!,~1,!l!:~1

;!,~:.i~
j!;!,)

I:It,11 *



cent—representing 25,629 peopl+were under 45. And cancer is either the
first orthesecond cause of death in children between land 14 years. Acute
leukemiais the single most common form of cancer in children.

men cancer death rates are adjusted for the changing age composition of
the population, it is stilI evident that cancer is an increasing threat. In 1900,
the adjusted death rate was 79.6 per 100,000 people; in 1963, the comparable
rate was 126.6.

Since 1933 there have been substantial changes in the cancer death rates for
men,and women. For men, from 1933 to 1%3, the cancer d~th rate has risen
from 104.6 to 147.1 per 100,000. For women, it has d~lined during the same
period from 125.9 to 109.8. Thus cancer, which 30 years ago was more of a
menaceto womenthan men, has now reversed itself.

Cancer of the lung now accounts for 24 percent of d cancer deaths in males,
with a total of 36,895 deaths in 1963.

Other leading cancer sites in -males are the prostate (15,446 deaths), colon
(13,932), stomach (11,896) and pancreas (8,944). For women, the leading
sites are breast (25,139 deaths), colon (16,684), uterus (14,147), ovary (8,404)
and stomach (7,404).

Thirty years ago, in males, stomach cancer accounted for 27 percent of an
cancer deaths and lung cancer for only about 4perceqt.

In females, cancer of the uterus and of the storuac~ were the’two leading site
in terms of death rate30 years ago, accounting for 22 and 16 percent of all
cancer deaths respmtively.

Illness and Disability

It is estimated that about 830,000 people in the United States will be under
treatment for cancer in 1964. This figure includes an estimated 540,000 new
cases diagnosed for the first time. On the basis of current trends, about one
out of every four people alive in the United States today can be expected to
developcancer at sometime during his or her lifetime.

Thus, unless cancer illness rates are cut, about 48,000,000 people now living
willbecomecancer sufferers.

Moreover, about 32 million Americans now alive will die from cancer unless
new preventive measures, treatments or curative procedures are developed and
wideIyused.

Economti Impwt

The economic toll associated with cancer also costs billions of dollars annually.
Direct costs for diagnosis, treatment, and care of cancer patients amounted to

$1.2 billion in 1962. More than half of the direct costs is for hospital care.
Approximately 950,000 patients with a primary diagnosis of cancer spent more
than 14 million days in shofi~erm hospitals, ~counting for 8 percent of the
total days of care in the-nation’s short-term hospitals. The cost of the services
Ofphysicians in private practice for cancer patients is $172 mfllion,

As in heart disease,
impact of the disease.

.

the= direct costs are only a part of the total economic Y

HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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A total of 54 million work days was lost in 1962 as a result of illness and dis-
ability for members of the labor forces, housewives, and others who were unable
to attend their usual activities. These days lost are equivalent to 221,000 man
years of productivity, or $1 billion in terms of 1962 dollars.

Forty-three percent of the persons who died from cancer in 1962 were in their
most productive years (2j44). This loss to the economy amounied to more
than 100,~ man years, or $~0 million.

And as in heart disease, the nation is still paying in lost output for the people
who died prematurely from cancer in previous years. There were 7.6 million
such deaths during the period 1900–1961. Of this total 2.2 million persons
would have survived to 1962 and worked or kept house if this major cause of
death had been eliminated.

This loss in output amounted to $8.5 billion in terms of 1962 dollars.
To compare the 10SS due to canmr to the gross national product, the value

of output imputed to housewivesmust again be excluded.
The sum of direct costs, plus losses of output by members of the labor force,

amounted to $8 billion, or 1.4percent of GNP in 1%2.

Progress and Prospect

Today about one cancer patient in three is being saved. A few years ago
the ratio was about one in four. This represents a gain in liv= of about 45,000
men and womeneach year,

LIVES SAVED FROM CANCER

BEFORE

TODAY

i 2 3
GAIN IN LIVES OF 45,000 MEN AND WOMEN

Using knowIedge now avaiIabb, this gain can h substantially extended.
Just by applying widely what we kn~w, we could now save half of the people

who contract cancer:

Uterine cancer can be detected at an early and generally curable stage by using
10 a simple, well-established technique; unfortunately, relatively few women seek

HEARTDIsEASE,CANCERAND STROKE and obtain this examination in time. “
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New developments in the early detection of breast cancer hold forth the
promise of similar reductions in deaths from this form of cancer.

Physical examinations using modern diagnostic techniques often lead to
earIyrecognition and successful treatment of cancer in many sites.

Lungcancer can be sharply reduced by reducing cigarette smoking.
Meanwhile medical research is opening up new pathways to diagnosis and

cure.
The search for cancer-controlling drugs has already produced several

which have cured cancers in animals. The National Cancer Chemotherapy
Program has resulted in the formulation of 165,000 new drugs. These
have been tested for possible effect on animal cancers and approximately 100
have been triea in human cancer. About 20 of these arugs have resulted in at
least teti~or~ry benefit to human cancer patients with marked iqcrease in sur-
vival and ]imiting of disability in patients with lymphoma inc]u~ing Hodgkin’s
disease, multiple myeloma, chorioepithelioma, melanoma, and certain tumors
in chilaren. Raaiation treatment ana surgery are being improvea ana refinea
to minimizeside effectsand maximize benefit.

Since World War II, nuclear meaicine and radioactive isotopes have playea a
vital role in cancer dia~osis and treatment. Detection has been enhanced in
cancer of the thyroia, brain, liver, stomach. Specific radioactive isotopes have
been used in therapy of cancer of the prostate, thyroia, and bone marrow. The
use of ~obalt 60, cesium, linear accelerators, betatrons, electron beam genera-
tors ana other sources of supervoltage X-ray and gamma ray beams have made
possible high energy (megavoltage) therapy in the average metropolitan area.

Here, the deterring factor is lack of manpower trained in the use of these
me&Pds. With properly trained raaiation therapists available, improvement
in most of the cure rates would be immediately possible for those patients with
Iesionssuitable for such treatment.

In the quest for cancer’s cause, biological research is proaucing important
new unaerstanaing of the structure and functions of the cell, genetic controls,
and th~ phenomena of resistance or immunity to disease+ach of which may
havegreat significance in cancer control.

Re~nt research in virology has shown that the leukemias of several species
of animals, which are c/osely relatea to human leukemiasj are definitely viral in
origin. If kukemia in~wan proves to be initiatea by viruses, preventive vaccines
might wellbe in prospect.

Cancer, the number two ki~er of the American people, is a stubborn and
mysterious enemy. But we can make substantial reactions in its toll now, by
applying bro~aly what we know. The future is bright with promise of new
scientific discoveries ana their development to further useful applications.

STROKE
,.

Description
The brain, because of its high energy requirement, aemands over one-fifth

of d the blooa pumpea from the heart. If circulation to the brain fails due to 11
disease of the blooa ve~s~s, a stroke results, Strokes are often fatal. For those HEARTD[xA$E, cANCERAND STROKE
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who survive there may be disastrous impairments such
speech, and many others,

In general, strokes can be divided into three main types:

as paralysis, 10ss of

(1) those due to occlusion by thrombosis or clotting of the diseased vessel;
(2) those due to occlusion by a fragment of a clot which becomes dislodged

from tie heart or vessels of the neck and plugs the cerebral vessels; and
(3) rupture of a cerebral vessel due to high blood pressure or fault of the

vesselwall (aneurysm) with hemorrhage into the brain.
The first two account for the vast majority of cases.

Deaths from Stroke

As we have previously indicated, strokes account for about one-fifth of the
deaths within the broad categoq of cardiovascular-renal disease.

In 1963, aBout 201,000 Americans died of strokes. Thus, if stroke is con
sidered separately, it ranks third asacauseof death in the United Statw. Its
death to~ is not far behind that of cancer,. and more than double that of the
fourth-ranking cause, acciden~.

To a greater extent than heart disease and cancer, stroke is a disease of the
aged. About 80 percent (162,755) of the201,166s trokedeaths occurred in
peopIe aged 65 and over, The largest single number (73,388) occurred in the
75–84age group.

However, stroke claimed 38,411 victims under 65—a total that seems small
in proportion but is numerically large enough to rank stroke as the No. 5 killer
of people in their most productive years, outranked only by heart disea~, cancer,
accidents, and suicides.

Unlike heart disease and cancer, stroke claims more female than male victims
in the United States (106,927 to 94,239). Nonwhite females have the highest
death rate from stroke by a substantial margin, but the death rate for white fe-
males is lower than that for nonwhite males. There is a definite pattern of geo-
graphic variation in the United States—the highest stroke death rates occur in
the Southeastern States, and the lowest in the Southwestern and Mountain regions.
Illness and Disability

At least 2 million people now alive in the United States~ave suffered a s?roka
About 8 of every 10 stroke victims survive the acute initial phase of the disease.

Mow of them live for some years thereafter—usually in a seriously disabled
condition.

The existence of these hundreds of thousands of surviving stroke victims is a
deeply distressing fact of American life. It is made more distressing by the fact
that most of it could have been obviated by the timely application of preventive
or rehabilitative treatment. The economic burden imposed upon their families
and their communities can be estimated. ‘Theloss of dignity and the accumulated
misery is beyond calculation. ..
Economic Impact

12
Direct expenditures for services and supplies for diagnosis, treatment, and

rehabilitation of stroke victims total $440 million per year according to conserva-
HEARTDISMSE, CANCERAND STROKE tive estimates.
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DEATHS FROM STROKE

~ - - - -

5,731 12,074 16,617 18,599 20,817 21,647 30,057 34,570 41,0s4

There were 283,000 patients with a primary diagnosis of stroke discharged
from the nation’s short-term hospitals in 1962. Stroke victims constitute 16
percentof the patients in skilled nursing homes.

Although 80 percent of the stroke deaths occurred in people aged 65 and
over, the losses in output resulting from disability and premature death are
equivalent to 179 million man-hours, or approximately $700 million in 1962
dollars.

This, of course, does not take into account losses in output for those
who would have survived to 1962 if stroke had been eliminated as a cause of
death. Excluding these losses from previous years’ deaths, the economic costs
of strokes to the nation in 1962 is approximately $1.1 billion.

Progressand Prospect

Stroke has been for many years a tragically neglected disease. The health
professions have shown little interest in it;. the public has accepted it with

,.resignation.
At the root of this neglect are several misconceptions. The most important

of these has been the assumption that stroke is simply “a way of dying” after
the body has survived all the other ravages of time—as
Another has been the oft-quoted half-truth that stroke

*

inevitable as death itself. 13
is “a later life edition of HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE



coronary heart disease”-a statement now open to more than reasonable doubt.

\ !
The facts are quite otherwise. Stroke is proving to be neither inevitable nor

~/ irremediable. Slowlymounting interest over the past decade has revealed genuine
hope for stroke victims,both present and future./ ~

j First, many strokescan be foreseen.
~ Three out of four patients with occlusivestroke have symptoms that forewarn!

j of a disabling attack. Some of these warning signs are brief attacks of loss of
sp=h, weaknew of limbs, staggering, or loss of consciousness.

; Clearly, any of these signals may be caused by a variety of other conditions.
But a physician, not the patient himself, should make the determination.

This determination can be a lifesaver. About three out of four patients with
symptoms of stroke experience a discernible narrowing of the blood vessels
supplying the brain. This condition can often be corrected by modern surgical

+f techniques. The precise indications for surgical and medical treatment need to
! be better defined, but the prospect is excellent.
! Second, intensive modern rehabilitative care can restore as many as 80
!, percent of stroke survivors to relatively active and productive living.;

A well-definedand tested program of medical rehabilitation has been developed! +
/ i which, if started early enough and carried through, can make the difference be-j j
I i tween total dependencyand self-sufficiency. A few such programs are underway,j ~

but they are reaching pathetically few of the thousands who can benefit from them.; i
Third, promising new avenues for rwarch are opening up in stroke pre-

vention and treatment.
,. Among these are epidemiologic studi= to define patterns of distribution of

stroke; alteration of blood-clotting mechanisms; control of fat metabolism and
hypertension; blood vessel surgery; new drugs to improve circulation to the
brain; and experimentation with high pressure oxygen chambers.

Stroke claims 200,000 American lives a year. It incapacitates many hun-
1
‘1

dreds of thousands. The financial, as well as the human, cost of stroke weighs
heaviiy on the patient, his family, his community, and taxpayers everywhere. It

I is imperative that this disease be brought into the mainstream of medical andI/ scientific attention, to develop new knowledgeand to apply widely what is al~pady.)

known.

14
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PART I Chapter Two

NATIONAL RESOURCE$ANDNATIONALNEEDS

Amrica need no longer tolerate several hundred thousand unnecessary

&ths tach ~ear from heart diwase, cancer and stroke.
lly l~ringingto all the PeoP1e‘he ‘U1lbenefit ‘f ‘Vhat ‘ow known of Preven-

~ ~fttwtion, treatment, and cure, we could save, each year, a number of

Em quA] to the population of a major city.
~b is the measure of our capability today. As scientific knowledgeadvances,

wrr~w’s promise is brighter still.
nti the keynote is hope, based on hard scientific fact.
w fact th~t the death toll can be strikingly reduced is easily documented.

%k~itaa fewspecificexamples:
[;m]~]* few ~ears ago, victims of certain congenital hmrt defects were ahnost

- to dic in infancy. The few who survived the first year of life lived at most
~ & &ort years hr a condition of helplessness, Today, normal, healthy children

* growing up ton’ard productive adulthood who would have been ho~lessly
Imforepresent corrective procedures were developed.

,“”~~ wv reeently, 9 out of every 10 persons who developed the disease
as anwrysrn were dead within 5 years after the condition was diagnosed.

,;,,,,~~, ? out of 10 who receive the benefit of new surgical procedures are alive
j :,mdlatthcmdof fiveyears.
.jj.,,:~w~ ,Ik dc}.clopmentof the Papanicolaou smear test, uncer of the cervix
., ,,:.’,,-:,,,

timiy k dia~osed until too late for successful treatment. Today, there
~~,~’ti 1~ percent survival and cure for those who receive early diagnosis

,::~~j:k SrC c~ampleamong many—of the dividends paid by medical research..,”,,,

they also furnish examples of failure to deliver to the people the
Of -8Fch. For babies still die of congenital defects, and patients still

““w’MMU~Ogm; 14,000 women Still die each year of uterine cancer—not be-
by must, but because they have not been reached by scientific medicine.,..

h, the promise of modem medicine has been unfulfilled.
‘“ “*w, to transform hope into reality, is a national decision to invest a,,.:.,. ,, ,,
~..-~r~o!i~vast wealthinthe~reser vationofhuman life, andtodevelop new
,...:;:i?,:;s.s



pool for medical care. The scientists who investigate research problems related
to these diseases are part of the total manpower supply for biomedical research.

Thus, in assessing the nation’s resources for acquiring more knowledge and
making full use of existing knowledgeabout heart disease, cancer and stroke, we
must be concerned with broad national resources for medical service and medical
research.

RE~URCES FOR HEALTH SERVICE,

The prevention and control of heart disease, cancer and strokethe saving
of human lives-begins not with the doctor, the hospital or the medical.center, but
with the individual himself.

.~e decides to go for a check-up—either before s~’mptomsappear, or at the
earliest sign of trouble. Or he decides not to. The decision+ften made
casually, or not consciously made at all—may add or subtract a decade from his
life.

Many factors influence his conscious or unconscious decision. One is the
state of his knowledgeabout health matters. Anotber is his financial condition.

An important third is the convenience and accessibility of medical services in
his community.

Once he enters the medical orbit, his fate is again subject to many whims of
chance. If he is wise enough to make his appointment soon enough, and if the
physician he choosesis trained and equipped to detect an incipiently dangerous
condition and make the proper referral, and if his community is blessed with the
special skills and facilities his condition requires, and if he is able and willing to
follow through the prescribed course of treatment-–in this happy conjunction of
circumstances his life will be prolonged, his function unimpaired or restored.

Breakage of any link in this chain can nullify the strength of the others.
Thus, the defivery of the great potential of modern medicine depends upon

many factors.
It depends upon an adequate supply of highly skilled manpower.’ The

physician is the most critical single resourcethere must be enough doctors in
the community, and their medical knowledge must be UP to date. Mowover,
they must be supported by a wide range of well-trained assistants.

It depends upon a variety of healti care .faciliti@ and wrvices+on-
veniently accessible and staffed and equipped to meet the patient’s needs.

It requires an alert, well-informed citizenry, motivated to take early and
decisive action in behalf of their own health and financially able to meet fie
costs of care.
Manpowerfor HealthService

The first hard fact to be faced is that there is not enough health manpower
to meet the needsof the American people.

There are not enough doctors and not enough supporting people. “
In broad terms, 3 to 4 million persons are involved in the many aspects of

health services through employment in dozens of different occupations and
16 careers. A full-scale attack on heart disease, cancer and stroke will require

HEART DISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE expansion of the entire work force in health services.
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The physician SUPPIYis beyond question the most critical single element .-;~

jn manpower for medical service. The physician calls the shots jn every <a’:,\!
individual case. And the national toll of death and disability is only the sum

‘i,.;..j’

of individual cases.
.<;:,;:~:.....:,,,.,-

The number of physicians in the United States has approximately doubled [ V,i:(:!’:, , ,L /
since 1900, while the population of the country has increased two and one-half
times. In the decade 195&1960, the physician supply barely kept pace with
Populationgrowth.

Thus, the o}erall ratio of physicians to population is about the same as it was
ten years ago, and slightly lower than at the turn of the century.

Meanwhiledrastic changes have taken place jn the practice of medicine. With
the forward sweepof scientificknowledgehas comethe necessjty for specialization.
In 1930, only one doctor in six was a specialist. By 1950, the proportion had
grown to 36 percent. Today, 61 percent of all physicians in practice consider
themselves specialists, and seven out of ten graduating physicians are under-
takingspecializedtraining.

Specialization has brought great benefits. But the= have not been achieved
without cost. The number of physicians having “first contact” with patients as
personalor family doctors has fallen sharply.

Howmany physicians are neededto serve our future health needs?
The most conservative estimate projects a need for 346,000 physicians by 1975.

This number is required merely to hold our own in the race against population
growth.

It fails to take into account increasing demands and expenditures for health
wrvice per capita.
Itfails to provjde for any greater effort to deliver the best in modern medicine

to thosewhoneed it. It is a st~us quo figure.
Yet conservative as it is, our current prospects are for meeting that number

only through extensive importation of foreign-trained physicians. Currently our
hospitals are heavily dependent upon foreign nationals serving as interns and
residents. Clearly the United States should not be a debtor nation in terms of
medical manpower.

Yet such is the case today. About 7,700 physicians graduated from the
nation’s 87 medical and 5 osteopathic schools in 1964. We must be able to
graduate an additional 1,000 per year, starting now, to keep pace with popula-
tion growth. Present trends, jncluding the 12 to 15 new medical schools
in various stages of deve]opmentplus anticipated expansions of existing schools,
will yield approximately 9,oOOper year by 1975 and fewer than that in the
interveningyears.

The Health Professions Educational Assistance Act, enacted by the Congre=
in 1963and funded in 1964, is a step in the right direction.., It enables the Public ,,

HeaIth Service, for the first time, to provide substantial financial assistance in
the construction of new medical schools and the expansion of existing schools.

But it falls far short of the all-out national effort needed to meet a critical 17
national problem—the Shortage of physicians. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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In the Commission’sjudgment, a major national eflort is required, on a scale
never before attempted, to recruit and educate physicians to serve the health
needs of the nation.

Existing schools must be expanded to full capacitj, and new schools must be
built. Talented )oung people from every stratum of our societymust be attracted
to the medical profession in greater numbers.

Wehave great resourcesto draw upon.
In the United States only 1 medical student in 10 is a woman, as compared with

1 in 4 in Great Britain and 3 in 4 in the Soviet Union. In the United States,
because of the len~h and excessive cost of medical training, a great proportion
of medical students are dra}vn from upper-class families49 percent from fam-
iiies with incomes of S1O,OOOor more per year. Scholarship programs+om.
parable to those which attract young people to other scientific fields-could
greatly broaden our pool of potential physicians for the future.

Moreover, the national supply of physicians is by no means the only limiting
factor in manpower for the controI of heart disease, cancer and stroke. For
example: the use of the Papanicolaou smear test for detecting cancer of the uterus
can be no more widespread than the availability of technicians capable of per-
forming cytological procedures; the number of laboratory personnel trained in
identification of the streptococcal organism which leads to rheumatic fever is an
important factor in the control of rheumatic heart disease; rehabilitation of
stroke patients depends upon an adequate supply of therapists and nurses skilled
in up-to-date techniques.

One of the ironies of our time is the existence of manpower shortages across th~
entire range of health occupations in a time characterized b]’manpower surpluses.
Finding productive work for the young, the retired, the handicapped, the tech
nologically displacedworker is a major challenge of the day.

Yet the health disciplines exist as an island of scarcity in a sea of plenty.
Each of these groups, whose idleness is a personal and national crisis, is al-

untapped reservoir for health service. To take advantage of it, the health profes
sions must reexamine and restructure their patterns of work. They must experi
ment boldly with new kinds of teamwork between highl~:skilled and IesseT-skille;
workers, and then work closely with the educational forces of the nation to desig~
training programs to attract and prepare whole new groups of people for servic(
to health.

Facilities for Heakh Services

A century ago a hospital was a final port of call, a pIace in which to die
People passed its portals with averted eyes.

Today’s hospital represents a citadel of hopes—some true, some false. It i
looked upon as a place where daily miracles are performed. In many hospitals
the miraculous has become almost routine. But in others, standards of’”careart
far belowwhat theyshould be.

The years since World War 11have witnessed a genuine revolution in hospita
care in the United States. Thanks in large measure to the Hospital and Medica
Facilities Construction (Hill-Burton) Program of the Public Health Service, th



map of the nation’s medical facilities has been redrawn. Hill-Burton funds have
helped to build more than 7,000 hospitals and other centers for medical service.
They have added more than 300,000 hospital beds and orer 2,000 other facilities
to America’shealth resourc=.

This has been achieved at a total cost of $6.8 billion, of whichslightly less than
one-third came from the Federal Government—the remainder coming from local
sources.

Butweak points remain in our hospital armament.
There are serious shortages of beds serving many fast-growingsuburban areas.

The older hospitals in the central cities of metropolitan areas are urgently in
need of replacement or modernization. These large and once great metropolitan
hospitals, many of them associated ~~ithuniversities, ~hould be the centers Of
excellence, the foundation stones of our entire system of delivering the best in
medical care. Instead they have been allowed to deteriorate physically. Many

are poorly located in terms of the changing population patterns of the city.
In addition there is a serious shortage of facilities for the care of chronically

ill patients.
Today, many beds in general hospitals, equipped to provide maximum

service, are being occupied by patients with long-term illness who could
be better served, at a fraction of the cost in both mone?-and professional time,
in facilities specially designed to meet their needs. State hospital construction
authorities report that a national total of 530,000 additional long-term beds—in
chronic disease hospitals and nursing homes—are needed to meet the present
demand. ~With a rapidly expanding aged population, the long-termcare require-
mentsare sure to increase rapidly.

Communicationsfor Health Servtie

The forward sweep of medical science has brought about a kind of “instant
Most of the-ph]-sicians practicing today

N

-.>.
obsolescence” in medical knowledge. .-.. w.....
received their medical education in the 1930’s and 19~’~. The fact that they
are practicing two or three decades later would have been unimportant in earlier, &-
quieter centuries. Today, it poses a critical obstacle to the delivery of up-to-date

.

healthcare.
Therefore, a systematic nationwide program of continuing education for

physicians is a categorical im~rative of contemporag medicine.
Without a large-scale, effective effort, the worlds of xience and practice will

spiral still further apart. The gap between what is ~o~~-nand what is r~eived
by patients will be harder and harder to bridge.

The imaginative use of new communications media offers the best hope for
necessarybreakthroughs in continuing education.

Closed circuit television, beamed from a medical center into community ,
hospitak at regularly scheduled hours, is one type of experiment that has been
carried out successfully in recent years. Open circuit television is suitable for
most medical transmission and has been tried during late evening and earlY
morning hours. New tyPs of projectors are becoming available which enable 19
thephysician t. rent and study filmsin his ownoffice. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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All of th=e approaches are being tested on a small scale in various place
around the nation, under a variety of sponsorships. In the Commission’svie~~

I what is needed is a greatly accelerated and concentrated push for continuing edu
cation, with sufficientresources of funds and talent to make a genuine impact.

But neither open circuit nor closed circuit television can reach closed circuii/i[ minds.i~ Alert and informed patients can generate a clemand for ne\\ knowledgl
; I where all other motivations fail. This is one of the compelling reasons—th

other, as we have seen, being the fact that the patient must take the first steps t<
I save his own life—for greatly increased emphasis on informing the public.
, The public has an almost insatiable thirst for health information. Yet th

public remains remarkably uninformed, or remarkably S1OW to act, on man:

~
matters which are quite literally “of life and death.” Part of the problem ma:

I.’
stem from the sheer profusion of frequently half-true or half-hearted informa
tion, r=ching the public.

~/ The blame for these shortcomings rests not primarily with the mass medi
but with the health professions themselves. Science writing has become a highl.,.
developed skill; yet rarely are science writers invited behind the scenes an~
truly educated so that they may do an interpretive job. Funds and imagination:

~ ~ are rarely made available to apply the awesome power of television and radi

i ! to a specifichealth problem requiring specificpublic action.
:! : At the Federal level, the public information function has traditionally bee:

viewed darkly. Fears of “self-aggrandizement” and “propaganda” have cause(;~
; agencies—notably in the health field-to bury or disguise their appropriation

for informing the public. This—in’the health field-is both ironic and tragic
The Commission believes strongly that public information is a primary healt~

~ tool; that the Public Health Service has a duty—a major duty—to delive
,1

authoritative health information to the people of the United States; that thi
function can in fact save many lives in the field of heart disease, cancer an(i
stroke alone; and that it should be openly recognized and supported on a scan

I
commensurate with its importance. . e:

Coordinated Effort for Health Service

Throughout this discussion of resources for medical service, especially a
related to problems of heart disease, cancer and stroke, we have faced the fac
that resources for health are in short supply and that there is no simple, over
night solution. Resources for the delivery of medical ‘service, community b)
community, will never be all that they should be in terms of adequate manpower
facilities, and supporting services.

Therefore there is an overriding need for coordination of effort. We canno
afford duplication of facilities, waste of rare skills on commonplace tasks:.

The recommendations of the President’s Commission dealing with the deliver!
of health services to reduce the impact of heart disease, cancer and stroke ar(
designed to achieve two goals:

20
to strengthen the nation’s health resources botl

numerically and qualitatively, and to make the best use of resources we no~
HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STRoKE have.
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RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH

We are living in a time of brilliant progress and still more brilliant promise
in the health sciences.

But biomedica}research is not a simple matter. The biologist confronting a
bacterium is dealing with a system immeasurabl~r more complex than is the
astronomer confronting a star. When the biblogist undertakes the stud) of a

certain man afflicted ~j’itha certain disease in a certain environment, the sub-
tletiesand complexitiesmultiply toward irrfinit}’.

Biomedical science cannot promise that it will understand heart disease and
cancer tomorrow. It cannot swear that its growing but limited understanding
wili lead inevitably to means of prevention and cure. But it can point proudly
to past and present successes, and hopefully to existing clues and leads.

But zuithout a major continuing research effort there is no hope of advance,
no prevention, no cure of those conditions currentl?. beyond our grasp. And
to the extent that the quest is successful, the benefit to humanity’,~~’hate~erthe
cost,willbe cheap indeed.

TheNature of Research

Scientists use the word research to describe a process whereb~ questions are
asked of nature and answers are systematically obtained; the object is the en-
richment of man’s knowledge; the driving force behind it is the curiosity of the
investigator.

In the biomedical sciences, we are dealing with a spectrum of investigation,
ranging from fundamental jnquiry into the nature of living cells, at the “research
extreme,” to clinical care of patients at the “developmental extreme.” Inter-
mediate steps include laboratory invmtigation of disease, cIinical and epidemio-
logical investigation of disease in man, experimentation with drugs and proce.
dures, and clinical trials.

ATOband of color in this spectrum is any more “pure” or more “basic” to the
solution of disease problems than any other, All are essential, and they are
mutuallyreinforcing.

Mere in this spectrum of actjvity are the limiting barriers to progress against
heart disease, cancer and stroke?

In the judgment of the Commission, they appear to lie chiefly at the ends of
the spectrum. On the one hand, there is urgent need of more fundamental’
knowledgeof biological processes—the structure and function of organisms, and
the nature of disease. On the other, there is a serious lag in the widespread
dissemination throughout medical Practjce of advances already clinically tested
and proved in the great medical centers.

me Commission feels strongly that progress in understanding and control of
heart disease, cancer arid stroke depends t. a ~orlsiderable degree on ne~i funda-
mentalknowledgeof the structure and function of livin: organisms in health and
disease. It urge5 that every effort be made t. support and quicken the pace of 21
researchaddressed to these problems. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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The Conduct and Support oj Health Research

Medical research today requires specially trained people in specially designed
environments. The national pool of qualified investigators and of institutions
equipped to undertake significant research programs is strictly limited.

The basic unit of medical research today is a small team, comprising an experi-
enced investigator and his immediate associates. Their most frequent habitat is
the medical school or graduate school of one of our great universities. A lesser
number thrive in a few research-oriented hospitals and research institutes.

Thousands of research projects are currently underway. Almost all of
them are built around the research team—larger or smaller depending on the
scope of the project. Their costs range from $5,000 to $500,000 with perhaps
90 percent of them costing between $15,000 and $100,000 per year.

The total annual cost of these thousands of research projects plus the sup-
porting services which maintain them has reached approximately $1 billion in
the United States. This represents a spectacular expansion in less than t~vo
decades; and with rapid expansion has come awkward and patchwork
organization.

Yet the system works.
As we have seen, it has produced remarkable gains in knowledge, many of

which have been translated directly into longer lives and freedom from Pain.
The costs of medical research are paid from a great variety of sources:

university endowments, individual and corporate gifts, foundations, public and
voluntary agencies,State legislatures, and the Federal Government. The Federal
share now represents somewhat more than one-half of the total funds spent for
medical research. The L’.S.Public Health Service, through its National Institutes
of Health, is the world’s primary supporting agency for medical research.

The basic building block of medical research support is the grant-in-aid
awarded to an investigator to carry out a specified project. The process begins
with the submission of a grant application containing a research plan. This is
reviewed by scientists knowledgeable in the investigator’s chosen area of study.
If it is approved, the investigator is awarded funds to pursue his line of resfarch.

This. system has a number of built-in advantages. It permits Iarge-scale
use of Federal funds without Federal control. It keeps the initiative with the
individual scientist. The investigator’s plan is judged by a jury capable of
rendering competentscientific judgment.

The system alsohas some disadvantages.
The support is unstable, year by year; this fact not only creates apprehension

on the part of the investigating team, but also tempts the scientist to select the
problem promising quick return rather than the long-range project.

From the standpoint of the university, the burden of establishing and,.main-
taining a substantial research enterprise within which scientists may pursue their
separate goals is a heavy one—too heavy for most schools already overburdened
with soaring costsrelated to their teachingprograms.

For the granting agency—be it governmental or privat~the proliferation
of individual grants creates tremendous administrative problems. For the



~ ~~atllmi+(:rpool, the revie~rprocess is costly in precious time.
g,tier[!nl~:[lta~mechanisms for support have been developed to fill in

[~ rme.lr~.hI)rojectgrant procedure. Federal funds are available to aid

Wt. rest’.~r~~~facilities, to help support training programs for research

~n~l. in ~ relatively few instances, to give support in breadth and

?*I~~ti~)stitutiol~’sresearch program as a whole. Each of these programs
~ ~itsl purp{)se~~n(lhelps tOkeeP the basi~ SYStemgoing.

!4 tihiditicbflr~)11](’r~=carch programs of universities and medical schools. there
~;%a~i~aili!t(}ri!-fit!’(1research institutes dedicated to research on a specific

*U*m/Yn< Il,art disease or cancer. Here, research is more directl)- pro-

l~i ~IJIi)an inslitute are individual scientists working, for esample,
~it. 411rg~”r}:(~t}l~rs~vorkingon testing drugs \\hich may lo]ier blood

,. t]lc “nluscu]artissue of the heart, and the like.: rxa!ttitiifle

twn[crs c)f r{~searchexcellence, spearheads of an all-out attack on heart

r~a~~r aII~~~tr~~c!are few in nuder today A major recommenda-
iwi. ~t ih~ f~~~~ttmi+~i~~lli~asto do ~’ith the creatir~nof more.
~ &sk*t:lu{/Wr,,m~!mheredthat the Commission’sendorsement of the center

sk*$ n{l!itl)})!}lack of faith in the hasic system of individual grants.
arc complementary. Their products are mutually reinforcing.

&at!~d}sh,)wsthat ahout 39,700 professional health workers were en-
k ilnd health related research in 1960. This corps forms the.

~hh”hf~turl!manpo~~’erresources must be built.

.,“,:.,; ......
,.
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Fmilities /or Research

In addition to its exacting demands for highly skilled manpower, modern
health research requires a great number and diversity of special facilities and
supporting resources.

At one extreme—theextreme nearest the patient—is the clinical research facil-
ity where medical care of human patients is carried on in a research environment.
with special laboratories, kitchens, and the like adjoining or directly related to
the patient’s quarters. Their common purpose is to combine therapy with
research: to provide patients with the best in modern care while at the same time
studying in minute detail the results of the care prOvided.

At the opposite extreme, in the realm of basic science, is the biomedical
research institute which works with highly sophisticated equipment to elucidate
the basic properties of the living cell or the chemical synthesis of a hormone.

Between these extremes there are many intermediate types of facilities. Tber[
also exist certain research institutes which combine clinical and basic biomedical
investigation. And in addition, contemporary research requires supporting re
sources, such as highly specialized research units, animal facilities, and man!
others.

Since 1956 the National Institutes of Health have been supporting the con-
struction of health research facilities through a construction grant program.
In eight years, 1,129 grants totaling $270 million have been awarded to medical
schools, universities, hospitals, and other agencies as the Federal share of researcb
facilities construction whose total value is four times as great.

This program continues to make a vital contribution, but the need for facili-
ties is still outrunning the supply.

Communications for Research

The information explosion in biomedical science has created a massive com-
munications problem. The enormous volume of new knowledge generated and
reported each year has overflowedall the normal channeIs.

The traditional main artery of research communications is the scientific
journal. Some 1,500 journals related to biomedical science are presently pub-
lished in the United States. Another 4,500 are published elsewhere in the world,
in many languages.

The core resource for managing materiah in the biomedicd sciences is the medi.
cal library system.

At the heart of this system is the National Library of Medicine, now a part
of the Public Health Service. The NLM publishes Idez Medicus, a giant
monthly bibliography of medical periodical literature. It operates interlibrary
loan services and offers photoduplication of source materials. Its operations
have been greatly strengthened in the past year with the activation, in December
1963, of the computer-based Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval; System
(MEDLARS)—the largest such information storage and retrieval system Yet
devised for a published literature. Monthly publication of the Zndex Medicus
occupies only a small portion of MEDLARS capacity. Potentially, it can also
handle 150 recurring specialized bibliographies plus as many as 37,500 individual



inquiries for bibliographic =arch in a given year.
,,

me rapid advance of electronic storage and retrieval systems is the brightest
ray of hope in the otherwise cloudy picture of communications for research. But

,,

electronics cannot solve the problem alone.
me present state of most medical libraries in the United States is lamentable

largely because libraries have not received their due share of the greatly
~creased attention and funding for research. me existing 87 medicd school
librari*Which should bethecrea.m of thecrophave collections which fall~ ‘-.
in total, 4 mfllion volumes short of a desirable level. ney are cramped for . ‘“
space and deficient in manpow’er.

me Co_ission feels strongly that unless major attention is directed to im- ... ,

provement of our national medicd library base, the continued and accelerated .,

generation of scientic bowledge wifl become ~creasingly ~ exerci= in futility. :..” “
.

.
,.

,’ .,
, ‘, ; .

,.
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PART II

A NATIONAL PROGRAM FORA NATIONALGOAL

Our assessment of the nation’g resourms for health service and medical
research has accentuated needs and shortcoming-for it is these which mUStbe
remedied if we are to move toward the conquest of heart diseases, ca~er and
stroke.

These needs are genuine, and the obstacles to progress are fo~idabIe. BUt
wecan count on many strengths as well.

For the delivery of health services we have a strong and dedicated group
of physicians, dentists, nurses, and their many professional and technical allies.
working in private officesand community hospitals across the nation.

Their work, in turn, is supplemented and suppotied by other agencies and
groups.

The public health departments of cities, counties and States are rendering a
growing number of services to those who suffer from heart digease, cancel
and stroke.

The great national voluntary agencie+such as the American Heart Associa-
tion and the American Cancer Society—perform many services through theil
local chapters and affiliates and contribute significantly to research:

Indeed, the high kvel of health now enjoyed by most of the American peopl~
hag been built by a powerful alliance of public, private and voluntary effort.

Yet we as a nation can and must aspire to still higher levels of health
To attain +em—specifically to controI the ravageg of heart disease, caticer, anc
strok~we must strengthen our a~iance for health in a number of ways.

The toll of death and disability caused by heart digeage, cancer and strok~
is a national problem—a national disaster. Such a challenge demands ~
national respon9e. .

It is the conviction of the President’s Commission that our governm~nt k<
a pro)ound responsibility, whtih it is not yet l~ly discharg~ng, /or ~~eTshiP
stimbtion, and support in the protection of the health of the American peopk

we national progrmn envisioned in the detailed recommendations whicl
follow is designed to provide the needed stimulation and support without violat
ing the basic conditions and freedoms of our existing health partnership.

More specifically.our recommendationsare based upon the foIIowingprinciples:
(i)

(2)
26
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That the Federal Government shres in the-responsibility io; assurin{
tht persons suffering jrom or threatened by heart disease, cancer am
stroke have ready access to the benefitso/ the best in medical servke basel
upon the products of scientifi research;
That the Federd Government ~s a major responsibility for strengthen
ing and broadening the support of research which will generate net,
knowbdge essenttil to tk control of heart disease, cancer and stroke



(3) That the Federd Government has a major responsibility for direct and
diversified support of medicd education ad other programs designed io
produce the health manpower upon whkh the control o/ heart diseme,
career and stroke depends.

It is our conviction that the stronger national roIe invoIved in the Commis.
sion’srecommendations in all three of these area=ervice, research, and teach-
ing—will enhance and make more productive the efforts of au members of the
health partnership. Each public and private resource is indispensable to the
achievementof better health for the Americanpeople.

Finally, and underlying the other principles, we believe:
That the natwn can well aflord and the people will enthusimtically support sub.

stantially incremed expenditures intended to save lives today and prod~e more
lifesaving knowhdge for tomorrow.

The nation’s resources are enormous and rapidly growing. Our Gross Na-
ticnal Product passed $500 billion in 1%0 and is spiraling upward toward
$1 trillion. The projected annual incr~se in national productivity for the years
immediately ahead is about $3o billion.

Of this increase, the FederaI Government will receive an annual increment of
some $5 to $6 billion per year.

Against this gigantic backdrop, expenditures for health cast a small shadow.
Disease costs the American people $35 billion per year, but we are investing

only about $1 billion of our national funds in medical research.
The national program recommended by the Commission calIs for a greater

investment in the health of the American people than has thus far been made.
Evev commitment of resources for a #ven purpose requires decision. It
requires assiwment of priority.

mat price, what priority, human life?

1
NATIONAL COSTS COSTS
PRODUCT \

v
J

FORHEARTDISEASE,CANCER
ANDSTROKE

.

.
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A NATIONAL NETWORK FOR PATIENT CARE, RESEARCH ANDTEACHINGIN
HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE

The first set of recommendations of the President’s Commision wodd creat
a national network for patient care, rwarch, and teaching in h~rt diseast
cancer and stroke.

This program is designed to bring together the best in medical care and th
best in medical research, region by region across the nation. It would result ir
two major benefits:

(1)

(2)

‘The saving of many human lives and the preventwn of wtiespread dis
abdity, by making the best in modern medical care readily accessible t(
people suffering from or threatened by heart disease, cancer and strokt
jn their owncommunities and re@ons;

Tke rapid devebpment of new knowledgeaboti heart disease, cancer ad
stroke, by creating a greatly increased number of top-quality centers for
the ctinicrd and laboratory investigation of thtie diseases strategica~y
distributed throughout the country.

In addition to these two major thrusts, which strike at the two most criticti
needs in the campaign against the three killer diseases, the proposed national net-
work would contribute to the up-grading of aUmedical services. Each indvidual
component of the network would serve as a teaching and training center, trans-
mitting to the medical profession and to the public the latest developments in
scientific medicine.

~e propoxd national network is based on the concept that the best patient
care is associated with research. It is not envisioned as a totally new and separate
pattern of medicd service superimposed from above. Rather, it is desi~ed to
become a part of the existing fabric of medicd services: Existing univtisities,
community hospitals, and research institutes will be the focal points for the cen-
ters and stations proposed. In some areas, through the development of medical
complexes, individual regional centers and stations will be related to and inte-
grated with existing health resources.

me system is designed not to duplicate existing resources but to strengthen
them.

The purpose of the entire system is to assist the doctor in practice in the care
of his patient who is suffering from heart disease, cancer or stroke. It will make
available to every doctor in the country the newest and most effective diagnostic
methods and the most promising methods of treatment. -

It wiU, in effect, link every private doctor and every community hospital to a
national—and indeed worldwid~n~work transmitting the newest and best in

AND STROKE health service. And at the sati tfie it ~ make e~ doctor a contributor to



&e worldwideresearch effort; for his observations will add to the total knowledge
accumulatedby the stations, centers, and research institutes.

ne specific raommendations which follow, taken together, represent a major
innovation.

ney constitute a nationwide plan to fuse the worlds of medical research, ,. . , ,.~.A ,,. i

r

,..,

medical education and patient care.
.::”’.~ .:,-’.,...1,!

.. , .. . .,.,;

Regional Centers /or Heart Diseme, Career a@ Stroke
<

, . . . . . , ,,!/

Recommetiatbn 1. The Commission recommeds the establishment oj
.,<-%– .,

a national network Oj Regional Heart Disease, Cancer and Strokq Centers
/or ctintial investigation, teaching ad patieti care, in universities, hospitals
ad research institutes ad other institutwns across the country.
Specifically;the Commissionrecommends:
A. That 25 such centers for heart disease, 20 for cancer, and 15 for stroke

be establishedover a 5-year period;
B. Th8t an Aavisary Committm on Regional Centers be established by the

Public Health Service to organize, aevelop, and review plans and projects dealing
with the development of regional centers in the three categorical areas; the
recommendations forthcoming from this Committee are to be transmitted to the
appropriate National Aavisory Council to aia the Council in making its recoin.
mendations to the Surgeon General regaraing applications for regional centers.

;.
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C. That the following funds be appropriated to the appropriate units in th[
Public Health Service to initiate this program for a 5-year period in the various
areas:

‘!

! ,

>
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Year
Type of
center

1 2 3 4 5

Heart
Disease. . .

Number of new centers. 10 ‘3 4 4 4
Funds required*. . . . . . . . 25.0 24.5 32.1 38.9 45.7

I 11111

Nufnber of new centers. 4 4 4 4 4
Cancer. . . . .

Funds required* . . . . . . . . 50.0 90.0 150.0 150.0 160.0

Stroke . . . . .
Number of new centers. 5 2 2 3 3
Funds required* . . . . . . . . 12,5 12.0 16.0 20.0 25.0

“Fimcsindom ofdolIara.

Description. Each of the proposed regional centers for heart disease, cancer
or stroke would provide a stable organizational framework for clinical and
laboratory investigation, teaching, and patient care related to the disease under
study. It would be staffed by. specialists from aIl clinical disciplines and the
sciences basic to medicine necessary for a comprehensive attack on problems
associated with that disease. These specialists would have at their disposal rdl
necessary dia~ostic, treatment, and research equipmept and resources; The
center would also provide bed support for the patients under investigation as
part of heir total care.

Such a center would permit the most comprehensive, effective and professional-
ized research effortpossible.

Each regional center must have an allocation of space appropriate to the pro-
gram to be mounted, permitting reasonable expansion. To establish such ceu-
ters, nonmatching funds for the construction of new space and/or the ‘renovation
of existing space should be appropriated, in addition to funds for the provision
of necessary equipment and staff.

Centers already exist, particularly in cancer, which can serve as a nucleus for
the development of some of these regional centers. Investments in potential
sites will be necessary in places where the nucleus for these facilities does not
exist.



fie centers would be strongly oriented toward clinical investigation and
fundamental research. They would conduct training programs for personnel
staffingthe diagnostic and treatment stations and would also serve a teaching
functionfor the medical community of the region.

Each center wifl require hospital beds as well as outpatient facilitim. It
til have areas for specialized care, and research beds related to laboratory
facilities for specialized diagnostic studies and new treatments under investiga-
tion. In addition it will have operating rooms and other facilities for complex
diagnosis and treatment.

The staff of each center must be large and varied enough to facilitate
investigation and treatment in depth, utilizing multiple scientific methods. A
Regional Heart Center, for example, might include internists, cardiopulmonary
physiologists, cardiologists, peripheral vascular specialists, Cardiacand vascular
surgeons, biochemist% statisticians, epidemiologists, radioloxsts, and, in some
cases,geneticists, Cancer centers would be staffed in similar depth and diversity
incorporating the specialized disciplines necessary for. cancer study. Stroke
centers, many of which would be established in conjunction with heart centers
so as to make joint use of staff and facilities serving their common needs, would
a~ have specialists in the neurological disciplines.

In summary, each Regional Heart, Cancer, or Stroke Center would be estab.
lished where possible in conjunction with a major existing medical institution.
It would be staffed and equipped to conduct advanced and complex clinical in-
vestigation and related research, plus teaching servicm and high-quality patient
care.

It would function as a regional resource for these services, interacting with the
local diagnostic and treatment stations and with the other medical resources of
the area.

A Iogicd, organized program of rmearch, teaching and patient care in a re-
gional center can vitalize the interest in the care of the patient, make available the
Ia@t techniques and rm,ources in modern therapy and discover new ones for
application. By demonstration andprofessional education, thepatients of a whole
area may be benefited.

Re~biltihn Cetiers. In addition to these specific proposals for the crea-
tion of re~onal centers, the Commissionstrongly endorses the importance of simi-
lar centers in rehabilitation. Five such centers presently exist, supported by
gran~ from the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration. Doubling the number
of writers now receiving support and increasing the funding of each center as
its program may require would provide vitally needed expansion of rehabilita-
tion care, research ~d ~aining, particularly to meet the needs of patients with
heart disea~, cancer and stroke.

Rehwn to Clinical Research Center Program. It should ‘~ noted that the
pro~al for categorical re@onal centers for heart disease, cancer and stroke
repre~nts an outgrowth and extension of an already successful program of the 31
National Institutes of Health. The NIH ~inical Research Center Program, HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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now in its sixth year, has demonstrated on a modest scale the great potential
of clinical research units in various parts of the nation.

The Commission considers, however, that its present proposal for categorical
regional centers constitutes an urgently needed next step in advancing the attack
against heart disease, cancer and stroke.

The time is ripe for the de~elopmentof research, training and care faciliti=
that would permit the broadest and most comprehensive attack attainable on the
problems of heart disease, cancer and stroke. The Commission recommends,
therefore, that the present “Clinical Research Center” program be continued and
expanded, and that its name be changed to the Clinical Research Unit program
to clarify the relationships betweenthis existing program and the Regional Cetier
program proposed herein.

Dtignostti ad Treatment Stah”om
Recommendation 2. The Commission recommends the establishment oi

a natioml networkoj Diagnosh.cand TreatmentStations in communities across
the nation, to bring the highestmedicalskills in heart dtiease, cancerad stroke
within reachof every citizen.

Specifically, 150 such Stations are to be established for heart disease within
a 5-year period; 200 for cancer; and IW for stroke. In addition it is recom-
mended that 100 Rehabilitation Units be created in association with many such
Stations, to assure that the best in rehabilitative service is rendered to patients
receiving diagnosis and treatment.

The number of Stations recommendedis based on a careful assessment taking
into account the number of existing facilities for each disease area, the national
need and the feasibility of stafig the Stations within a 5-year period.

We recognize that the suggested number of Stations wi~ not, in fact, saturate
the entire country. There still ~iill be many patients beyond practical access to
these facilities. It is our intention that these will serve as pilot demonstytions
stimulating still broader coverageunder local initiative.

●

The Commission recommends that half of We Stations established for each
disease area be located in medical centers, and half in community hospitals, to
make maximum use of existing skills while assuring that excellence is effectively
distributed geographically across the nation.

The Commission further recommends that an Advisory Committee be estab-
lished in the Public Health Senice to develop a national plan for the establish-
ment of these Stations, to re~iew.applications for grants, and to evaluate the
program in the fourth year to determine future needs for further program
development.

It is recommended that the following appropriations be made to appropriate
units in the Public Health Serviceto initiate this program for a five-year period
in the various areas.

.



Type of
unit

Heart
Disease. . . .

Cancer . . . . . .

Stroke . . . . . . .

Rehabilita-
tion. . . . . . .

Number of new units.
Funds required *.. . . .

Number of new units.
Funds required*.. . . .

Number of new units.
Funds required*... .

Number of new units.
Funds required*. . . . .

Year

1 I

12 3

30 35 40
1.25 18.375 26.375

40 40 40
15.0 30.0 45.0

T

20 20 30
7.5 11.0 18.25

T

10 20 30
3.0 7.5 16.5

45

45 . . . . . .
15.25 26.25

40 40
60.0 75.0

30 . . . . . .
23.5 17.5

40 . . . . . .
19.5 15.0

Initial constrwtion or renovation and equipment of these Stations should be.-
supportedwith Federal funds on a non-matchingbasis.

StaRng and operating costs of the Stations should be borne in part by the
Federal Government and in part by local resources. It is envisioned that such
Stations could become self-supporting within a l&15 year period.

Emphasis should be placed on local resources for the provision of care for
medicallyindigent patients in a diagnostic and treatment unit. Patients other than -*”
themedically indigent should pay for services.

.

Description. A typical Heart Station wodd have the following principal
objectives:

1. Immediate and emergency care for patients with acute cardiovascular
emergenci~.

2. Provision of diagnostic facilities for the screening of patients with cardio-
vascular, including peripheral vawular, diseases to determine whether they
will require the more highly technical factiities available at the larger medi-
cd -ters.
Outpatient services for patien~ with cardiovascular and peripheral vascular

;,

disease.
Stimulation of interest of medical students and practitioners.
Training ofphysicians inthecommunity.
Mucation of the general public concerning prevention and treatment of 33
heart disease. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE

.



These Stations will include intensive care units for the emergency care o
patients with heart disease. In addition, these Stations would provide Iimite(
laboratory faciliti=, an outpatient clinic, electrocardiographic and radiologi
services. Patients requiring advanced diagnosis or treatment would be referre(
to the Regional Center equipped to perform it.

Each Cancer Station would have similar goals and be equipped and staffe(
to provide parallel types of service to patients and to the medical community
Each would require provision for cytological and histo-pathological laboratories,
to effect diagnosis. Team care at each Station would include radiotherapy an{
radioactive isotopes, chemotherapy, and the maintenance of a cancer registr:
with complete reporting. Each shoula have access to aata processing and com
puter analysis.

Each Station should be in close contact whh the Regional Cancer Center i!
oraer to obtain airectly from these research centers information ana training i}

! newer methoas of aiagnosis and treatment.
;’ The Stations will in turn convey information to other community hospital1
I ,~ ., and physicians and shoula also serve as part of a network of facilities availabl

/ 1! for collaborative c~inical research programs carried out by the large cance
; ~ ; : :,
““! !,

research centers.
~; To fulfill its graauate educational function within its own community, eacl

diagnostic ana treatment station must have resources to proviae to the practicin{,,,! , :’J
~;:!,,,;,, : doctors a 24-hour, 7 aay-a-week specialist consultation service without charge
i!~ll::1 ~ The diagnostic and treatment unit information service wi~ have access to the in
)l~fj~,] ~/ formation servicesprovidea by the regional centers, ana through these centers t(
:,~:~~;:;,~,j!, ‘:
!~i~:j,:;l~:: : the total body of knowleage accumulate in a worldwide research effort,
j~~~”~~~.~j+;::
,:~’1~~~~~~

The Stroke Stations will include intensive care units for the emergency car

;!l’~{!:~~:;’f~
!“

of patients with stroke. They should be established so that they may shar,
;~{[~~;,il~~•,,.( certain facilities and ~rsonnel with Heart Stations. Therefore, it is desirabl,;,.,,,,,:,; ,
://~i;~’lj‘j ; for the Stroke Stations to be in the same area of the hospital as the Heart Sta

jllij’:~ j tions and to work closely with them, avoiaing unn~sary duplication bu
;, !! supporting each other.

{.;: !! ~;., 1 These Stations will incluae laboratory facilities, physicaI meaicine ‘&d re.; ,,
( habilitation facilities, outpatient clinic and hospital beas, ana provision fo
~

electroencephalographic, electrocardiographic, neurological, ana emergenc!i ; j

“#~j; ]
surgical services.

, ! ; : ; DeveloprnentojMedicalComplexesi ? ~~•I

~D•ˆ1

~~1,I
, i / ,,: ~~•ˆ;

~~ : i Recommendation 3. The Commission recommends that a broad an., L i :!,.,Jf I ‘[~, fiexibh program of grant support be vtiertaken to stimuhstethe formtwn o
/’ ;! ‘!1!! !;
If [1 ;t~ “ medical complexes whereby university medical schools, hospitak and ot~
) ,f!~;lj~ hedh care and research agencies ad institutions work in concert. ,
~ ‘ /;\~jj

Specifically, the Commission recommends a major program of institution~: ~;~\[;
;!,1J grants to university medical schools for the creation of medical complexes whic

/ ; ~~~~; 34 would involve participation by community hospitals and other health CaI
., i ii: HMRT DISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE facfiities, by some of the regional heart, cancer ana stroke centers and station

~. /:j ~

,; ! ‘//
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developed in proximity to each medical center, and by other comunity
agencies and institutions.

For this purpose, it is recommend that the Public Health Service receive
appropriations as follows: First year, $25 million; second year, $37.5 mi~ion;
t~ird year, $5o million; fourth year, $62.5 million; fifth year, $75 million.

It is envisioned that approximately 10 medical centers would receive approval
for such grants in the first year of operation, followed by 5 additional centers in
each of the succeeding years. The average grant for mch center would be
$2.5 million.

Description. The network of Regional Centers and Diagnostic and Treat-
ment Stations just described, each oriented toward high-quality services in con-
nection with a specific disease, will greatly increase the accessibility of the best
in medical practice across the nation.

The third recommendation of the Commission is designed to provide a means
by which existing medical centers can expand their resources so that they can
participate in the development of this national network.

The funds would be used by the medical center to transform itself into a medi.
cal complex serving a large community, metropolitan area or region. Funds
could be employed in a variety of ways, such as the increase of staff to provide
full-timefaculty members for duty at affiliated community hospitals; augmenting
staff in other ways to serve the community; wtting up necessary administrative
mechanisms; and the like.

The resuItant complex would strenphen the community hospitals by allowing
them to draw on the advanced and costly services available at the center without
the need for duplication.

The system would provide an ideal base for a continuing education program
reaching physicians and other health professionals in the region, and for coor-
dinating all community service~including noninstitutional car~through a
variety of cooperative and mutually supportive arrangements with existing
agencies.

DevelopmentoiAdditio~l Centersof Excellence

Recommendation 4. The Commission recommends a program oj develop-
mentalgrants to medical schooh to enable these institutions to improve their
total capability jor both Udemic and research programs /or the ultimate
purpose of creating a greatly increased number oj true Cgcentersoj excellence”
inmedical edwation and research.

Specifically, it is recommended that appropriations of $40 million over a
5-yearperiod, beginning with $3 million in the first year, be made to the Public
Health Service for a program Of nonmatching grants to be used by institutions
at their di~retion to strengthen various aspects of their academic and research

,.

programs.
~is proposed program parallels an existing program of institutional develop-

ment administered by the NationaI Science Foundation and should be carefully 35
coordinatedwith that agency. Its overall purposes wouldbe: HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE

.



(1) To raise a number of medical institutions of demonstrated potential to
a level of excellence comparable with the few outstanding medical centers of
the nation. This would create new foci for the development of medical com-
plexes, and would also correct in part for the tendency to channel ever-higher
proportions of available funds to the few outstanding institutions;

(2) To strengthen the fundamental resources for medical education and
medical research and to disperse throughout the country the standards of excel-
lence conduciveto the most effectivepreparation of medical manpower required
to bring about a substantial reduction in the burden and incidence of heart disease,
cancer and stroke.

The application for such a grant should be accompanied by a detailed plan
indicating the purpose to which the funds would be applied as it relates to the
objective of this program. Grants would be reviewed by a peer group of
medical educators and distino~ished citizens.

A NationalStrokeProgram Unit

Recommendation5. The Commission recommends the establishment oj c
Nhwd Stroke Program directed by an administrative unit to be created
within the appropriate unit oj the Public Health Service to coordimte th
numerow exbting and proposed activities in the field oi stroke.

This Unit should have a full-time permanent staff with responsibility fo]
development of a comprehensive program of research and training in stroke.
Its activities would include administration and coordination of the program:
for Regional Stroke Centers and Diagnostic and Treatment Stations alread~
descri~d, plus the Specialized Stroke Research Units recommended in Chapter
V of this Report and the training activities related to stroke described in “Chaptel
VI. Its work would be closely coordinated with the work of the voluntary
agencies active in the stroke field, auch as the National &roke Program of th~
American Heart Association.

The National Stroke Pro~am should be developed with the advice of the
Joint Council Subcommittee for Cerebrovascular Diseases of the National Ad
visory .Heart Council and the National Advisory Nefirological Disea~ and
Blindness Council.

There are compelling reasons for the establishment of a full-fledged and co
ordinated National Stroke Program.

The underlying reason is that stroke has been a seriousIy neglected area o~
study in the past. This neglect has been based largely on the false assumptions
that stroke was a hopeless disease and that it was a later-life form of coronan
artery disease.

Recently there have been substantial advances in knowledge which indicate
that many~perhaps most—strokesare foreseeable and preventable, and th~t mwl
can be done for stroke victims. Scientific evidence indicates that cerebral throm
bosis and hemorrhage may be a different disease process from atherosclerosis<

36 and hypertension elsewhere in the body. Moreover, it is clear that the cart
HURT DISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE Of stroke patients requires special forms of cooperation among such medica

.



~pecialtiesas neurology, cardiology, surger~., ph!-~icalmedicine, andrehabilita- ,

tion.
The Commission considers the development of a National Stroke Program

imperative if we are to achieve the progress of which we are capable against

thismajor killing and disabling disease.
T. operate this unit, $1 million should be appropriated annually for the

first two years with subsequent annual increax= until $2 million is reached in
thefifthyear,

,.
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APPLICATIONOF MEDICALKNOWLEDGEIN THE COMMUNITY

Many individuals, agencies and groups contribute to the health services re
ceived by heart disease, cancer and stroke patients in American communiti=

State and local health departments, in addition to their traditional and bettei
known responsibilities for the control of communicable diseases, conduct activ(
programs to serve the chronically ill as well.

Voluntary agencie=such as the local affiliates of the American Cance
Society and the American Heart Association-assist in many ways. mere ar’
also the professional organization+the local medical societies and others—an(
the various groups providing specific kinds of care such as visiting nurse asso
ciations, nursing homes, and the like.-?

Each has a special part to play in the delivery of health services.

Manpower and facilities for the delivery of top-quality health care ale in shor
supply in virtually every community. Therefore, the eficient use of existing rc
sources is imperative. Yet in many communities the reverse is actually the cast
Instead of coordination, there is duplication of services and facilities in som
areas, while serious gaps exist in others.

There may be several large generaI hospitals, furnishing more beds for acut
care than can possibly be utilized by the community, while serious shortage
exist in beds for long-term care and programs for those patients who can be:
be cared for in their own homes. Several hospitals may possess costly equiF

““- merit-such as cobalt devices for cancer care, or heart-lung machines+ach bein;., ,,
used only once or twice a week, Teams of highly skilled people required to wor!
with this equipment are also standing idle.

A beginning response to these problems can be seen in a few of the nation’
more progressive and active communities. The concept of “areawide pl~ning!
is being implemented through councils of social agencies, utilization committee:
and community health or patient-care councils. These voluntary organization
attempt to achieve coordinated efforts on the part of various independent agencie
and individuals concerned with the health and medical needs of the community’
citizens.

Such endeavors are of the utmost importance if we are to realize our aspira
tions for programs that will have maximum impacts on heart disease, cance
and stroke. Independent and often competing activities of hospitals, healtl
departments, and medical practitioner~ach working in isolation a~d ofte]
at cross purposes—are not in the best interest of the consumers of health services

3a
the health profession, or the nation.

The national network proposed in the previous chapter will do much t{
HEARTDISUSE, CANCERAND STROKE strengthen and coordinate community services for heart disease, cancer and stroke
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Butmuch more needs to be done if the full-scale attack on these diseases is to be
fullyeffective.

The recommendations in this chapter are designed to assure this success
by stimulating and supporting community programs and by encouraging

the communication of health knowledge to the practicing physicians and to the
public.
CommunityPlanning Grants

Recommendation 6. The Commission recommends a special program Oj
incentive grants to communities to stimulate the development of a system for
theplanningand coordinationo/health activities.
Specifically, it is proposed that there be established within the Community

HealthServices and Facilities Act Program of the Public Health Service, matching
wants to be awarded to community agencies to suppoti and stimulate communit!
wideplanning activity. Prerequisites for the receipt of such a grant would be
representation from the major educational establishments, the officialand volun-
tary health services, the major professional societies, and the civic leaders whose
participation is essential to the success of any truly effective coordination and
planningon a community basis.

One of the major factors which inhibits the maximum availability of health
servicesrelating to heart disease, cancer and stroke is the lack of coordination of
~nices within Ctimmunities, Failures in coordination result in services that are

unevenin quality and often inaccessible to those who need them most. There-
fore,it is imperative that some positive steps be taken to encourage and stimulate
communityplanning and coordination of health services programs on a wide-
spreadbasis.

The program proposed would not only do a great deal toward assuring the
availability of the best in health services for heart disease, cancer and stroke vic-
tims but would ako help the communities to participate more effectively in the
developmentof the university medical complexin its mea.

An appropriation of $1 millio~lannually is recommended to provide the incen-
tive to as many co~unities as possible to undertake such a program of plan-
ningand coordination.
CommunityHeakh Research and Demonstration

Recommetiation 7. The Commission recommeds that greatly increased
emphasisand support be given to programs of community health research and
researchtraining within the Public Health Service, and that the program of
demorwtrationprojects under the Community Health Servties and Facilities
Act oj 196] be freed from existing appropriations ceilings, more dequately
/unded,andmore liberally interpreted.
It is ~tally important that we find ways of using existing manpower and

other resources aa efficiently as possible. Indmd we cannot meet the challenge
of heart disease, cancer and stroke unless we improve methods for extending
,,.~~a~ssi~ility and de]ivery of health services in.the community.

,,,~.i.:,,,,r
;fi~~~~~-archin Comunity h~lth offers one highly promising avenue for efficient,.

:...
,,’,
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Scientific methods can be applied in the laboratory of the community.
Epidemiologic research can reveal patterns of disease distribution ~vhich in
turn permits a concentrated attack where it will do the most good.
Behavioral research, economics research, and research in public health admin-
istration all can contribute to effective planning and programing. But com-
munity health research is a very new field. Few people are trained to do the
job. A major investment in research training and support of promising research
projects inthis field can beexpected to pay important dividends. Accordingly
it is recommended that the present appropriation for this purpose be increased
by $5 million for the first year, increasing annually until an increase of $10
million in the fifthyear is reached.

The Community Health Services and Facilities program, despite the limitecl
number and scope of projects that it has been possible to support, has proved
that demonstrations of experimental approaches to the delivery of health care
are useful and practical. The Act authorizing this program was designed tc
solve the problem of community organization for health service. But it has been
narrowly definedand inadequately funded.

Freed from its existing restrictions, this program could make a major con
tribution to the attack on heart disease, cancer and stroke.

Support of Community Programs
Recommendation 8. The Commission recommeds that appropriate unit

oj the Public Health Service be given authority and funds for programs o
project grants to community agencies, such as public balth departments
voluntary agencies,and others, ati tbt the Voc&ioml Rehabilitation Admin
iztration launcha 5-year developmentprogramto expand tis rehabilitationprc
grams jor victims of heartdisease,cancerand stroke.

Specifically,the Commissionrecommends:
A. That the Public Health Service be authorized and ~unded to initiate~projec

grants to public and other nonprofit organizations for studies, experiments, feas
bility trials, demonstrations, and training in their respective fields of intere:
and that a special grants program be initiated by the Public Health Service in th
field of medical rehabilitation.

The project grants envisioned in this recommendation would stimulate Stal
and community agencies to deliver expanded and more effective services to pl
tients suffering from heart diseam, cancer and stroke, thereby speeding the a}
plication of scientific knowledge to the people who need it. These categoric.
project grants would provide incentive and encouragement for community pr
grams in such areas as tb early detection of incipient heart disease, cancl
and stroke; dective systems of referral for patients; application and trainir

# in the use of medical
HMRT DISUSE, CANCERAND STROKE patients; andthelike,

.

rehabilitation techniques for heart, cancer and strol



The folio~~’ingtable indicates the appropriations necessary to initiate the new
Public Health Service programs and expand existing ones for a 5-year period.

Year
Area

1 2 3 4 5

Heart Disease* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5

Cancer* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5

Stroke*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5

hIedicd rehab~itatiOn*... . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5

‘fiwtiinm~omofdo~m.

B. The program reco~ended for the Vocational Rehabilitation Administra”
tion would include (1) a new system of project grants for State vocational
rehabfitation agencies to provide complete rehabilitation services to persons
with disabilities resulting from heart disease, cancer ‘and stroke; (2) the con-
struction of vocational rehabilitation centers and sheltered workshops; (3)
matchingfund programs with cities and counties to develop local services; and
(4) legislative authority liberalizing the requirements in the existing State-
Federalrehabfitation program.

The Commiwion recommends that $25 million be appropriated to the Voca-
tional rehabilitation Administration for a 2-year period to achieve this
expansion.

Stitiwide Programs jor Heart Diseme Control

Recommendation9. Th Commission recommends tbt the Public Health
Service be given authority and junds to establish ad maintain coordinated
Statewide bboratory j~ilities necessary for heart disease control programs.
A total appropriation of $8.5 mitiion over a three-year period is recommended

for thispurpos+$2.5 minion for each of the first two years and $3.5 million for
~ethird.

fie laboratofi= established firough this program should be designed to per.
...

forrn laboratov ~emices related t. heart disease control. These laboratorim B4
.jj~odd forma part of a coordinated Statewide program of heart diseaw control, 41

::~-k~dedby ~ *Pcific unit within &e State health department. Such a program, HEARTDISEASE!CANCERANDSTROKE
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to be successful,must coordinate the efforts of the numerous public and volunta~
agencies whose work impinges on heart disease control and must also collaborai
closely with the private physicians of the State.

The objectives of this Statewide laboratory network are several:
(1) The grouping of beta-hemolytic streptococci. Rheumatic fever is potel

(2)

(3)

tially preventable through prompt identification and immediate treatmel
with an appropriate antimicrobial agent of patients suffering from bett
hemolytic streptococcal infections. Each State should have coordinate
laboratory facilities to identify the Group A beta-hemolytic streptococci
organism. Where such facilities exist, they have proved a trernendou
boon to practicing physicians and have facilitated rheumatic fever cor
tro] ~ro~ramsin that State.
The provision of services for the laboratory control of patients receivin
anticoagulant agents. A large number of patients in the United Statr
are currently receiving anticoagulant drugs; it is probable that the numb{
will grow in the future. The dosage of these drugs must be tailored t
each patient individually and the dosage regulated by carrying out a]
Propriate blood tests at f~equentintervals. In many areas of the countr:
this service is carried out by hospitals and private laboratories. In oth~
areas, however, patients could receive this type of medication if this ser~
ice was available and convenient. This Statewide laboratory networ
would conduct well standardized and controlled tests which could hel
other laboratories check their methods for acceptable accuracy and rds
provide laboratory service in areas whereit is needed.
In conjunction with the Heart Disease Control Program (HDCP) labort
tory at the Communicable Disease Center, (CDC), to provide the servic
of standardization of chemical laboratory tests to hospital and privat
laboratories in the country. The HDCP laboratory at CDC is perforn
ing this service for laboratories all over the United States and abroa
at the present time. This Statewide network of laboratories could serv
as local agents for this valuable program. AS such, these local labor:
tories could also perform chemical determinations and ,participate i
large local and national epidemiologic studies in cardiovascular disease
in this sense, these laboratories would act as a valuable resource fo
certain research programs of national interest.

It must be stressed that the development of such a laboratory network t
perform the above services would make it possible to achieve an immediatt
specific and measurable impact in reducing death and disability.

Each State should, of course, assess its own needs. The Heart Disease Contrc
Program of the Public Health Service should have the authority and specifically:
earmarked funds to assist the States in setting up and operating the neede
facilities. ~.

NationafCervicalCancerDetectionProgram

Recommendation 10. The Commission recommends the development oi ~
natioml program /or the early detection o~ cervical cancer.



Thisprogram wouId have two major components:

A. A national education program for the general public so that all women are
aware of the availability of the cervical cancer screening test. This should be
conductedby the Public Health Service in cooperation with the voluntary health

..

agencies,such as the American Cancer Society.
!~

B. A cervical cancer detection program directed at those 8 million women aged ,$

is years-and over who are admitted to hospitals in the United States each year.
\

The Commission feels that such a hospital-centered screening program will be
(

mosteconomical, will reach the.high-risk, low socioeconomicgroup and offers the
greatestpotential for rapid public and professional education.

It is recommended that $5 million be appropriated to the Public Health Service
in the first year and increased by $21/2million each year for a 3-year period, to ~

providegrants to hospitals participating in this program. An Advisory Commit- ‘\
teeshould be appointed to help plan the developmentof this program, to review it -!

afterthe second year, and to plan for its future development.
Total support for cytological examination should be given to hospitals provid-

ingcare for medically indigent patients, and partial support to hospitals providing
care to patients who do not have health insurance or other resources to cover
cytologicalexaminations.

All other hospitals should include this examination as part of the routine
physicalexamination and the cost of cytology should be included with the cost
ofotherlaboratory teats.

Ih providing these grants, consideration should be given first to hospitals
providing~reforthe indigent andthe medically indigent.
“ This ;ational cervical cancer detection program-is an intensive effort aimed
at a veryspecifictarget.

Eachyear many thousands of women die of cancer of the cervix. Most of these
deathsare unnecessary, for the disease can be detected easily at a stage in which
it isahnost invariably curable.

There is no excuse for further delay in launching a major attack that can
reducethe’death toll from this form of cancer virtually to the vanishing point. ‘,

ContinuingEdvcation oj the Health Processions
Recommendation11. The Commisswn recommeds thti appropriate units

O!thePublti He&h Servtie, and tb VocationalRehabilit@ionAdministration,
be prov~ed with /U&Sad any dditwnal authority that may be neecssary
to spearhead a ntiiond program /or the continuing education o/ the health
projessiorw.
Specifically,the program envisioned has three major elements, as follows:
A. The Public Health Service should be provided wfih funds and additional

authorityif n=ssary t. stimulate and support, through grants, contracts, or’other .,
~eans, demonstration”projects and experiments directed by universitim, medical
~hools, hospitak, and other appropriate agencies, designed to make scientific
knowl~ge on h~fi diWaW,cancer and stroke and other subjects systematically 43
andconvenientlyavailable t. practicing physicians and other health professionals. HURTDIS~$E,C~~CERANDSTROKE
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The scope of this program should also include conduct and support of resear[
projects designed to develop and experiment with new methods of continui~
education, use of various media, and methods of evaluating their actual impact
upgrading medical practice. Appropriations of $2 million for the first year, $
million for the secondand $6 million for the third are recommended.

B. The communityhospital occupies a particularly strategic position in carr:
ing continuing education programs directly to the practicing physician. To org
nize and carry out such programs a given hospital should appoint a full-tin
Director of Medical Education plus supporting staff. Members of the attendir.
staff of the hospital should be encouraged to attend courses and take longer add
tional trainjng wheneverpossible.

Though, i&lly, all community hospitals with 300 or more beds shoul
ultimately mount such a program, it is rmommended that such units k
established and supported in 100 of these hospitals throughout the Unite
States on a pilot demonstration basis;

.
if successful, the number of units ca

be increased. It is estimated that about $75,000 per year would be neede
to mrry out a program of this type in each hospital of this size. A total of $7.
million annually would be needed for this program.

C. An additional amount of $600,000 per year for 5 years should be appr(
priated to the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration to provide ~rants to ke
medical and health institutions and agencies throughout the country for Suppoi

of short-term training courses, seminars, conferences, and workshops in reh~
bilitation servim for heart disease, cancer and stroke patients..

Continuing education is a categorical imperative of contemporary medicin[
Without a large-scale, effectively organized effort, the worlds of science an

practice “willspiral still farther apart. The gap between what is known an
what is received by patients will be harder and harder to bridge.

The greatest single obstacle to a cohesive program of continuing education fo
the medicaI profession is time. The second is diversity of interest and needs
The t~rd is the fact that continuing education, although it is recognized as
critical problem in medicine today, is ‘fiot the primary responsibility of an:
significant segmentof our national health resource. .

*.

Medical school+the logical 10CUSfor the major effort-are correctly pre
occupied with undergraduate education first and research second; continuin[
education, if it rmives any attention at afl, must settle for what is left of alread!
inadequate resources. Similarly, community hospitals could contribute greatl]
to the continuing education of commqpity physicians, but their first job is to care
for the sick. Professional societies have many other responsibilities.

The Federal Governmentclearly has a role to play in helping to forge a nationa
continuing education effort, by assisting all the available resources in giving du~
attention to thisproblem. ;.,

Public Injorrnationon HeartDiseme, Cancerand Stroke
Recommendation12, The Commisswn recommends t~t the Federal gov-

ernment, primarily through tb Publk Health’Service, recognize that publti



information is a primary respo~ibility and a major instrument for the pre-
vention and control O/ disease, and that this activity be encouragedand sup-
ported on a scalecommensuratewith its importance.

Application of medical knowledge in such fields as heart disease, cancer and
stroke depends on the initiative and cooperation of an informed public. This is
true of every step in the process, from prevention and early detection to rehabili-
tation+ach of which depends on the acti~ participation Ofthe patient and his
family.

Specifically,the followingprojects and programs are recommended:
A. The Public Health Service should be authorized, and funds should be ap-

propriated, to contract with commercial television producers for the production
of twelve 30-minute documentary films each year of the highest quality, on sub-
jects related to heart disease, cancer and stroke and such other subjects as are
deemeddesirable.

Each film should be budgeted at or about the level of $150,000 to assure
writing and production that will make the films competitive with the best of
commercial television, thereby encouraging their use in prime viewing hours.
This price should include a sufficient”number of prints to assure widespread
use on local commercial television outlets across the nation. The contract
shouldalso provide for the full participation of the producer and his organization
in the marketing of the films. The Public Health Service, in conjunction with
non-Federal scientists and physicians desiwated by the Service, should have
full control of the content of each film. The film should be available for com-
mercial sponsorship within a predetermined range of appropriate product classi-
fications. The method proposed—which consistsessentiaBy of a Federal invest-
ment in communications talent—would cost about $1.8 mil!ion per year.

B. The Public Health Service should be authorized, and funds should be ap-
propriated, to the National Medical Audiovisual Center—subsequently described
in connection with Recommendation 31—to support through appropriate mech-
anisms, such as grants or contracts, the development of effective television pro-
graming in the health field on the nation’s educational television stations. The
sum of $1 million per year is recommended as a beginning figure.

Educational television (ETV) program: reach school audiences at all levels
fromprimary school through college. In many communities the ETV program is
viewedwidely by the adult intellectual and civic leadership as well. It represents
an excellentmedium for attracting young people to health careers, for establishing
and maintaining desirable health habits, and for stimulating desirable com-
munitywide health activities. In many areas, ETV facilities can also be used
forcontinuing education of health professionals.

C. The funds appropriated for the Officeof Information and Publications in
the Office of the Surgeon General should appear as a budgetary line item.
They shou]d be incrm=d by $750,000 “per. year to finance such addi-
tional activities as the development and production of a health yearbook similar
in ~ope and quality t. the Agricultural Yearbook; the creation of materi~s

n—

;.
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subjects for use by radio, television, magazines, and other media; and othej
purposes.

D. The Public Health Service should be provided with funds to initiate th,
development of a Center for Research in Health Motivation, In addition to spe
cific behavioral studies directed at the individual decisionmaking process i]
changing patterns of living, the Center would analyze the contents of publi
campaign materials with reference to their effectiveness and influence upo]
behavior, and it would hopefully concentrate particular attention upon hard
to-reach population groups which reject existing educational campaigns empha
sizing individual initiative and changes in living patterns. It is estimated tha
$500,000 per year would be neces=ry to undertake the support of such a Centel

E. The Commission strongly endorses the conclusions and recommendation
of the Surgeon General’s Advisory Committee on Smoking and Health whic}
in addition to confirming previous reports, stated that smoking is a seriou
hazard to health and indicated the need for more aggressive programs in thi
ar~.

It seems apparent that the reduction of cigarette smoking offers gr=
possibilities for the prevention of illne~, disability, and premature death in th~
country, with regard to both cancer and cardiovasctiar disease.

Because public information and education are primary instruments for t}
attack on this problem, the Commission recommends that the sum of $10 millio
be appropriated to the Public Health Service over a three-year period for a con
prehensive national program of education and public information regarding ti
hazards of cigarette smoking. The program should be aimed at the education c
children, adults, physicians and educators with the assistance of State and loci
community agencies. A network of smoking control clinics should be provide
to assist those who desire to give up smoking. New and more effective educi
tional material should be developed.

It is further recommended that the present budget of $500,000 for. publ
information and education in the Cancer Control Program of the Public Healt
Service be increased to $1 million for the first year, $L5 million for th~secon
and $2 mi~ion for the third to permit increased effectiveness in informing t]
public about canmr and its prevention and control.

46
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PART II ChapterFive

THE DEVELOPMENTOF NEW KNOWLEDGE

The conquest of heart disease, cancer and stroke requires the continuation and
expansionof our highly productive medical research effort in the years ahead.

Today’s successes in detection, treatment and cure sprang from yesterday’s
~mearch. But many problems related to these three diseases remain beyond
our scientificcapability. Of these, a large number appear to be just outside our
grasp, Westand on thetbreshold of further advances.

To cross this threshold as soon as possible—to take advantage of the tremen-
dous momentum built up by our biomedical research enterprises in the recent
past+ertain new elements should be added to our existing scientific resources.
In addition; current procedures need to be strengthened or modified to assure
ever-increasingproductivity of new life-savingknowledge.

The national network of regional centers, each primarily oriented toward
lhe solution of a specific disease problem, will generate and verify a tremendous

~>’”

amountof new information on heart disease, cancer and stroke.
But there is ako the n~ for a more general research attack on the funda-

mtal problems of human biology, to which all the sciences basic to medicine
csn contribute. In addition there is need for highly specialized avenues of
r=rch related to heart disease, cancer and stroke.

Therefore, other types of research institutions are recommended to supple-
wnt the products of the ~nters.

Moreover,the Commission has examined with great care the overall program
of rmarch Suppo~ provided by the Federal Government. In our view, the
diversity of funding devices that has, developed over the years to support bio-
dical research and training is one of the nation’s ~eatest stren~hs. Clearly,
the vafiety of available ~=hanisms offers flexibility of SUppOrtand provides in- +

ditutions and investigators with an opportunity, within limits, to develop Pro-
grams consonant with their needs. Indeed, the Commission recommends that
Fderal agencies which suppo~ biomedical research continue to do so by diverse
~~. At he same time, existing procedures should be strengthened and new
dm of support should be develoPd as the= are identified and found to be
mitable.

~e co~is~ion’s rewmmendations for the development of new knowledge
~ designedto add further impetus to the powerful forward thrust of biomedi”
~ krch.

~rnedkdResearchImtitutes.,.,.,. ,,
13. Tk Commisswn recomends the estiblishmeti oi
bwmedtial research institutes at qdified institutions 41
ry. HEARTDISMSE, CANCERAND STROKE
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The following table indicates the appropriations that need to be made to t!
appropriate unit of the Public Health Service to initiate this program for a fiv
year period:

I

I Year

I 1 2 345

11111
Biomedical Research Institutes:

Number of new Institutes. . . ~. . . . . . . 5 s 5 5
Funds required*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5 15.0 22.5 30.0 37.

I 1 1 , 1

●Fi~es in miUionsofdOUa~.
The Commission recognizes the importance and promise of non-categoric

biomedical research. Indeed, such research is essential to basic understanding
heart disease, cancer and stroke. Clues of great significance, coming fro
such endeavors, can be used effectively by research groups investigating specif
disease problems.

For example, through such research, we can hope to attain the more detail<
understanding of the living cell which may reveal the nature of the delica
change in the balance of cellular activities which manifests itself as cancer. HOP
fully, also, there may be an unraveling of the next layer of understanding—t]
manner in which highly specialized cells such as those of the brain, kidney, (
heart perform the specific functions which, uniquely, they contribute to the tot
Iivingorganism.

In parallel we can hope to witness revelation of the manner whereby t]
nervous and endocrine systems coordinate and integrate the entire organis~
And with such information in hand, incisive understanding of diwase, i.e., di
turbances of this orderly functioning, maybe expected.

Such comprehensive biological understanding will, of course, greatly advan
our hope for control of the wide variety of diseases to which man is heir, kcludir
cancer and cardiovascular diseases which combine to amount for about 70 Wrce)
of adult American mortality.

Thus, the development of a number of university-based biomedical researc
institutes, at qualified institutions throughout the country, would strengthen tl
national biomedical research effort and add substantially to progress in the fielc
of heart disease,cancer and stroke.
SpecializedResearchCenters

Recommendation 14. The Commission recommends the establishment (
Specklized Research Centers jor intensive study oj specific aspectsof hea
disease, cancer ad stroke to suppbment the research and training eflol
oi the regionalcenterspreviously described.
Specifically, at least 10 such Centers in heart disease, 10 in cancer, and ~

in stroke should be established in various health and medical research faciliti
throughout the country over a S.year period.



,.,,.,,.,

In addition, it is recommended that three Bioengineering Centers and three
~ehabilitation Biomed~cal Engineering Research Centers reestablished overa ~~
5.year period in order to take advantage of the potential offered by bioengineer-
ingresearch in heart disease, cancer and stroke.

At the same time, there is an urgent,need for centers for in-depth research and
training in toxicology. It is recommended that serious consideration be given to
establishing one such center during the next 3 years, with the understanding
that the needs for more centers in this area be reevaluated at the end of 3 years,

In order to develop this program of Specialized Research Centers, nonmatch-
ing funds should be appropriated for construction and/or renovation and for the

provision of the nec=sary equipment and staff. The Advisory Committee on
Centers referred to in connection with Recommendation 1 would organize,
develop,and review plans and projects of these Specialized Research Centers and
trensmit their reco~endations to the appropriate National Advisory Council.

The following table indicates the appropriations necessary for the appropriate
unitsin the Public Health Service to initiate this program of SpecializedResearch
Qnters for a 5-year period in the various areas:

Type of
Center

Heart Disease

ticer. . . . . . .

stroke. . . . . . .

.Bioe&gineer.
.mg. . . . . ; . . .

Rehabfitation

Year

1 2 3 4 5

Nder of new centers. . . . 2 2 2 2 2
Funds required*.... . . . . . . . 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0

NAer of new centers.... . 2 2 2 2 2
Funds re@ed*.... . . . . . . . 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0

. +

Number of new centers.,,. . 2 2 2 2 2
Funds, re@ed*.... . . . . . . . 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0

Nder of new centers.... . ~ 2; ~: 2 ; . ~.5. .i. i
Funds re@ed*.... . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

N&er of new centers.... . 1 1 1 ..... ....
Fnnds required*.... . . . . . . . 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.5 49
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The centers proposed here would bring together the combined talents of
multidisciplinary staff for study of special problems related to heart disea:
cancer and stroke.

For example,in the field of heart disease, centers designed for in-depth reseal
and training might be established in epidemiology, genetics, thrombosis a
fibrinolysis, pharmacology (especially for natural products), etc.

In cancer, specializedcenters of this type might be established in epidemiolo:
virology, carcinogenesis, animal cancer, cytopathology, radiobiolog?-, clini
pharmacology, immunology,enzymology,radiation therapy, nuclear medicine!(

Exampl= in thestroke fieldmight be epidemiology,instrumentation for cereb
blood flow and diagnostic tests, experimental cerebrovascular surgerl. (especi:
in primates knownto develop cerebral atherosclerosis), etc.

Specialized research and training in bioengineering in the three categori
areas and in rehabilitation offer great potential.

ResearchProjectGrants

Recommendation 15. The Commission edorses the existing system
review o/ researchproject grants by study sectwns and advisory councib at
National Institutesoj Healthand recommendsintensified and expandedsup~
o~ research in heart diseae, cancer and stroke.

Specificallyit recommends:
A. That a total of $40 million be appropriated to the National Heart Instit

$40 million to the National Cancer Institute, $15 million to the National Ir
tute of General Medical Sciences, and $10 milhon to the National Institutt
Neurological Diseases and Bfindness in a 3-year period over and above curl
appropriations to these Institutes for research project grants.

B. That NIH be allowed to use a mechanism whereby funds appropriated
special-purpose programs would not lapse if unspent at the end of the fiscal y

C, That several important areas of research be given special emphasis beet
of the valuable contribution in the past and their high potential for the fut
For example, epidemiological studies provide evidence which may Igad to
identification of factors causing a specific disease or condition.

Of vital importance is the strong support of broad clinical field trials of d
and other methods of treatment. As we have emphasized a number of ti
there is a critical lag between the research discovery of a new medication anc
rapid evaluation of its effectiveness against a particular form of disease.
must wait too long while individual investigators report their limited findin~
technical publications which print articles 12to 18 months after their submiss

The broad field trials of the efficacyof the Salk vaccine serve as a model 01
quick application of an important research finding to the immediate prever
of crippling disability and death. We must mount similar clinical trial
promising therapies in the fields of heart disease, cancer and stroke. Clil
trials of this nature are expensive and require the collaboration of many in:
tions, but there is no more effective way of getting to all of our people the
saving and life-enhancingbounty of medical research.



D. That $10 mi~lionbe appropriated to the Vocational Rehabilitation Admin-
istration for the first year, with annual increases until $12 mi~ion is reached in
the third year, for research in rehabilitation of persons with heart disease, cancer
andstroke.

The research project grant system, whereby individual scientists receive sup-
portfor projects which have been reviewed and judged worthy by their peers from
other scientific institutions, is the cornerstone of Federal participation in medical
research. It has demonstrated its effectivenessand value over a,period of years.

The Commission bases its recommendation for additional funds to support re-
se;rch project grants in heart disease, cancer and stroke on three factors: (1) The
overriding seriousness of these problems and their impact on American life; (2)
theh~ghlyfavorable prospects for accelerated successin research discoveryin these
fields,based upon previous developments and work now in progress; and (3) the
fact that the American research resource is sufficientlyadvanced and developedto
be capable of using these additional funds wisely and productively-.

The Commission feels strongly that budgetary increases for r-rch support
shouIdbe kased, not on arbitrarily applied “percentage increments” from year to
year.btit rather on actual research needs and capabilities for productive use of
fundswithin each scientific field.

ContractingAuthority /or Research and Development

Recommend&’on 16. The Commission recommends that existing Public
Health Service authority to contract /or researchand devehpmeti be broad.
enedand special junds be earmarked/or the useoj this mechanism.
Specifically, the Public Health Service should be authorized:
A. To make advanm payments on contracts as a means to assist contractors

in initiating new and complex technical operations;
B. To pay for the cost of construction involved in and essentiaI to the success-

fulaccomplishmentof tie terms and purposes of a contract;
C. To commit contractual support for advance periods upward to five years

to enable contra~ors to make substantial investment in facilities and staffs fre-
quently required for major contract operations with confidence of adequate . -i
recoveryof costs and reasonably stable operations.

It is fu~er reco~ended that $45 million over the next 3 years be appropri-
ated t. the National Hea~ Institute for contracts for research and development
inthe field of heart disease.

Contracting for research and development is an effective mechanism for fi-
nancing major Projwts such as, for example, the development of an artificial
heart. AS has been noted previously, this project is within the realm of im.
mediatefeasibility, provided a major wientific development program is mounted
on an adequate scaIe. In such an undertaking, very substantial initial invest-
ments are required from r=earch institutions and ~peeially from private in- ;.

dustV.
Existing Public HeaIth SeNice contracting authority, delegated by the “51

GeneralSenicesAdministration,is inadequatein severalspecfic ways for HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE



effective support of such endeavors. The Commission’s raommendations WOL
greatly enhance the use of this mechanism and thereby accelerate vitally importa
research.
General Support ior Research

Recommendation17. The Commission recommeds that the existing G,
eral ResearchSupport Grants Program of the National Instittites oj Health
expanded as rapidly as possible to a hvel oj 15 percent of the total NIH
search and training budget and that the program be altered to increase
effectiveness.

Specifically,the Commissionrecommends:
A. That graduate schools engaged in biome&cal research, supported

grants from NIH, should be permitted to reeeive grants under the general :
search support program; and

B. That general research support grants should be awarded in two categorit
(1) Unrestricted funds to be devoted to research. as at ~resent, and award. .
on a formula basis; and (2) negotiated awards, based on documented appli,
tions, to defray the direct and indirect costs of the supporting organization a
services provided by each institution to facilitate the conduct of research a
whichare not ordinarily chargeable as indirect costs.

The National Institutes of Health have carried out a program of grants
certain institutions for the general support of research for several years. T
program is designed to assist institutions in achieving balanced research a
teaching programs and in meeting rising costs associated with large-scale
search programs based on project grants to individual faculty members.
is also intended to help institutions in expanding their physical resources f
research and initiating pilot research in new area+two undertakings which ~
extremely difficultto finance out of general operating funds.

The program has been highly successful in its initial pha%. The Commissi
feels that its continuation, expansion and extension are important to the natiol
research effort against heart disease, cancer and stroke.

Recommendatwn18
The Commission recommends thti the Federhl Government $evelo?

standard Government-wtie policy /or payment o/ the iull costs attributable
research grant awards.

The Commission is convinced from its studies that the failure to J
the full costs of research through grant awards is a real deterrent to the furt
development of research potential. Because of the great amount of material
Congressional and administrative reports on this subject, it is not necessary
repeat the basic information in this report.

One of the major policies recommended by the Commission is that the Fedc
Government has the responsibility for continuing and broadening its support
research which will generate new knowledge essential to the control of he
disease, cancer and stroke. Therefore, it is strongly urged that a policy

52 adopted for the payment of the full costs attributable to a research grant un
HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE a standard Government-wide approach.
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PART II ChapterSix

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF HEALTH MANPOWER

klany factors combine to increase the demand for additional manpower across
the entire range of the health sciences. The expanding population, the rapid
growth of its aging component, and other social forces are creating demands
for medical care far beyond the present capacity of practicing health profession-
als. The swift growth of biomedical science creates parallel demands for increas-
ing numbers of highly trained scientists. Moreover, developments in both re-
searchand the practice of medicine have led to the creation of new technical and
supportive discipline=ssential to high-quality work—which are in very short
supply.
‘ Theeducation of a physician or a research scientist requires many years. This
longlead time precludes oveinight attainment of manpower goals. But action
nowis essential if we are not to drop still further behind. Faced with over.
whehning needs and inadequate resources, the Commission recommends pro-
gr~msof intensive effort for manpower development.

Theseinvolve Federal participation—to a degree not previously recognized as
desirableor necessary-in (a) expanding the basic resources and facilities for
educatingand training health personnel, both professional and sub-professional;
(b) providing increased opportunities for education and training to recruit more
promisingyoung people into the health occupations; and (c) increasing the effec-
tivenessof the highly skilled health manpower now available.

Trained manpower devoting its full time and talent to problems of heart disease,
cancer and stroke is an absolutely essential element of progress against these
diseases,

This concentration cannot be achieved entirely or even principally at the ex-
pense of the existing total manpower pool, without seriously crippling our
nationalmedical effort. The objectives outlined here simply cannot be realized
withoutincreased numbers of physicians, dentists and medical scientists.

Therefore, the Commission recommends a program of forthright support of
medicaleducation. The specific recommendations which follow and those deal-
ing with medical school suppofi in Chapter Three are component parts of this
fundamental declaration of policy.
ExpamwnojRe~ource~jor Preparation ot HealthManpower

Recommendation 19. The Commission recommends that legislation be
soughtt. permit forthright support ot medical education, this program to in-
cltie tormula grants t. the health professions schools. lmmedtitely, there

““shou~ be iu~zutilization of the Health ProcessionsEducationalAssistance Act
~$,of ]g63 ad the Nurse Training Act O/ 1964. The Commission iurther recom- aY
~!~medssubstantially gre~er and more diversified Federal support of programs HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
,,
“i:.,,.,,.

,“k.:.:,,,-,,,.,.,”,,.,;:::j.::,,$.:.: .
‘!ii:f.:f?’!’,,.,,,,.,,,,.”,,.L,:m-+.,.,,.,
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designed to increaset~ supply o~physicians, dentists, ati medical scientist.
Specifically, the Commission recommends:

A. That the ceiling on appropriations in the Health Professions Educati(
Assistance Act be eliminated and that a several-fold increase in appropriate!
be provided so that adequate facilities will be available to all schools capabl
expanding their output of physicians and to offer further stimulus to
development of new schools;

B. That active consideration be given to a program of Federal support for
creation of 2-year medical schools in existing colleges, to achieve the most r
increase in the number of physicians in training who could then be pl.
without substantial dificulty for the clinical portion of their training in exis
medical schools or community hospitals with adequate teaching staffs.

It is reliably estimated that as many as 2,000 additional spaces could be n
available in existing medicd schools if funds were available under the H,
Professions Educational Assistance Act to facilitate their expansion. Scl
have expressed their intent to request grants totaling more than one-half bi
do~ars as compared with an appropriation ceiling of $35 million. Mot
these expressions of intent refer to expansion of existing facilities rather
construction of new schools. There are comparable demands for expansi(
dental and public health schools. In the Commission;s view it is shortsig
and tragic in the extreme to frustrate the basic intent of the Health Profes
Educational Assistance Act by an arbitrary limitation of funds which, in e
makes it impossible to utilize to the fullest extent the nation’s capacit!
medical and dental education.

In addition, it has been estimated that from 2,000 to 3,000 vacancies ex
medical schools for third-year students. The creation of We-year mc
schools in existing colleges, wherein students would receive the basic sc
portion of their training at minimal additional expense, would make it po.
to fin these existing spaces in the shortest possible time and thereby mak
quickest impact on the shortage of physicians.
Recruitrneti /or theHealthProfessions

Recommendation 20. The Commission recommends prografi> des
to attract young people into the healthprocessionsand related discipline~

Specifically,the Commissionrecommends:
A. That a program of project grant support for health careers educatio

recruitment activities be established, whereby funds would be made availal
a matching basis to community agencies or medical institutions, with pref(
being given to coordinated community effort, to mount such progral
strengthened health education programs in grade schools and junior high sc
to communicate health information and interest children in health careers;
science fairs in which leading medical institutions would sponsor an,d assis
school students in developing health interest; community speakers’ bureal
sources of recruitment literature on health careers; summer employment (
tunities for young people in laboratories, hospitals, health agencies, etc.
ormnendedappropriations to the Public Health Service for this purpose wo



$1 million the first year, with incremental steps to a level of $10.6 miuion in he
fifthyear of the program.

B. That central sources be established for information, production of educa-
tional materials and audiovisuals, to stimulate and implement this national
program of recruitment for the health sciences, both within the Public HealA
Serviceand iUthe headquarters of nationaI professional and voluntary organiza-
tions.

C. That the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act be amende&to
provide for a program of Federal scholarships for talented medical and dental
students in need of financial assistance to complete their professional education,
witha matching cost-of:education grant to the professional school accompanying
eachscholarship.

During recent years, the number of colege graduates has been increasing,
but the proportion of co~ege graduates applying for medical school has de-
clined. Among the reasons why medicine as a career has declined in popu-
larity are the high cost of medical training; competition from many other stim-
ulating careera, especially in science; and the comparatively small number of
scholarship and training grants available for medical students.

A considerable number of fellowships are available for graduate work in the
sciencesthrough the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health,
the Department of Defense, other Government agencies, and private industry.
Fellowshipsare available in other fields under the provisions of the National
Defense Education Act. Yet very few fe~owships or scholarships have been
madeavailable for medical students, except for those being trained specifica~y
forresearch work.

mere are a number of constructive measures which can be taken to overcome
these obstacles. There should be an expansion of scholarships from Federal,
State, and private agencies for studenk in medical schools, especially for those
fromlower income families whocannot afford the high cost.

The pro~am of Federrd scholarships originally proposed for the Health
Profmsions Educational Assistance Act for talented medical and dental students
in need of financial assistan~ would greatiy enhance both the quality and quan.
tity of applicants for m~ic~ education by broadening the base of recruitment to
include studen~ coming from families with low or moderate incomes. The
matching cost-of.e~ucation grants of $1,000 for each scholarship would also
beofassistance ~ meeting the operating deficitsof the medical and dental schools.

.

UndergraduateTrainingin MedicdandDentiSchools

Recommendation 21. The Commission recommends the continuation and
~answn Oj extiting grant programs to support undergraduate training in
medical Scbols in hart dtieme; undergradwe training in medicd and
aenti sc~o~~ ~ ~awer; and medtial utiergraduate training in rehabilitation.
In ~d&.on it recomme~s t~ development of an utiergraduate training

.,,,supportprogram in stroke, ~ministered by t~ ~~ioml Iutitute of Neurologi- 55
., CdDtiWeS and Blindmss. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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SpecificaHy:
A. The current undergraduate training grant appropriations to the hTationa

Heart Institute should be continued and increased by about $1.55million annuall)
to permit eligible schoolsto receive grants of $40,000per year.

B. The undergraduatetraining program in cancer administered by the Nationa’
Cancer Institute shouldbe broadened to include the developmentof demonstration
programs in the detection of cancer and care of the cancer patient and expandec
so that it is possible to incorporate cancer training in training programs for intern:
and residents.

C. In view of the need for undergraduate training in stroke, it is recommender
that $2 mi~ion be appropriated annually to the National Institute of Neurological’
Diseaws and Blindnessfor the developmentof an underqaduate training prograrr
in stroke.

D. Additional funds should be made available to the I’ocational Rehabilitation
Administration to expand its present program for medicalundergraduate trainin{
in rehabilitation.

It is recommended that $9.5 million be appropriate over a five-year perioc
starting with $1 million the first year to the National Cancer Institute to providl
grants to those medical schook which develop specific educational programs il
three aspects of cancercontrol.

The following is a summary table of recommended appropriations needed to ex
pand underg~aduate programs in medical and dental =hools:

I

Year

AREA

I II
1 23 4 5

, I
.,;

Heart Disease* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.55 1.55 1.’55 1.55 1.5:

Cancer* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.5
0

1111

Stroke*... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

RehabHitation*.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0 2.0 2.’0 2.0 2.0

>.

Dental school ~ants*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0..5

I
“~lgueein mUOns ofdohrs.



E. 1n dew of the important role played by the dentist in the early detection of

oralcancer and the need for the education of dental students with regard to cancer
control,the Commission recommends an increaw of $10,OOOin the annual under-
~aduate training grant presently awarded to dental schools by the National Cancer
ln~ititi. This win require an additional annual appropriation of $500,0W to
theNational Cancer Institute.

F, In the light of the importance of preventive activities associatedwith control
of heart disease, cancer. and stroke greater emphasis should be given to preven-
tive medicine in medical school curricula, with special attention to the chronic

distise field.
Tr&ing jor Research

Reco~eti&&n 22. T~ Commission recommedS th tb ti.Od prO-

gramof researchtraining grants be edarged ad expaded & a rate commewu-
rate&h the trainingcwity of organiz~w~ so engaged ad the MtW~ POOZ
o!young investigatorsdesirbm o/ suchtraining.
SwifiCdy, the Commission reco~:n~:

A. That the existing programs of research training grants and fellowships in
hem &=ase, ~wWr, ~dfie general medicd sciencesbe expanded;

The foUowing table su~arizes the recommended appropriatio~ over and

abbve current NIH appropriations to expand the research training programs in
hti disease, canmr and &roke:-—

I
Year

AREA

1 2. 3 4 5

NHI—Trainin~ ~ants and fefiowships*. 4.3 5.2 6.3 7.5 8.75

IIN~I—Tratig~mtsand fellowships*. 4.3 5.2 6.3 7.5 8.75 e.

NINDB—Training grants and fe~ow-
8tipa* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

,NIGM*Trati~g grants and fellow-
ship* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.0 9.25 12.5 15.5 18.5

IllTratig in animal care*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5 ‘. 75 1.0
1.2 1.5
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,1
,! ~ ~ ;

~ ((~

‘\ j~~
;;~ B. That the National Institute of Neurological Djseases and Blindness shoul(

j :~! develop a research training grants program in the field of stroke, and in addition
i ~;”!,. that funds should be made available to the Vocational Rehabilitation Adminjstra:

tion for training grants in rehabilitation;
C. That the Division of Rwearch FWilities and Resources of NIH be given

the authority and funds to support training programs for specialists in animal cart

!f and medicine.
Research is conducted by the minds of trained scientists. It is in the nationa

; i
I interest, therefore, to insure a continuing and expandjng supply of biomedica

I
scientists adequately trained to guarantee the quality of health research tomorrow

The funding instrument most suitable to the task of assisting the university, o:
] other research-educational organization, ,in providing such advanced training i:
? the “training grant.” This instrument permits local identification of young mer
I and women wjth research potential, provides them with appropriate stipend:

and, equally important, by diverse means assists the institution to improve th~,,
, quality of research training while enlarging its capacity for so doing.
,.

;; This program has resulted in a pronounced upgrading of research training
: :[ during the last 5 years.,,,+
I ‘~~

Its continuation and giowth is vital to the entire healti
,’1’i ~;

research enterprise. Indeed, failure at this time to expand such training sup

,:’ port must, automatically, limit the magnitude of the entire national health re
.’;l’(j’/j search program in subsquent years.
~~,,,:~1]~ Universities have developed a variety of mechanisms for enrjching the experi-
f~ ~j; ence of potential physician-investigators. The most formal of these lead to the

~

q~~;
~,;,‘j ~:/i~;

simultaneous award of the M.D. and Ph.D. degrees.

i, j j !~~i
In any case, the student so engaged must devote several additional years to

$:;,,4,‘:!j:!

.If

thjs experience, as well as satisfy the requir~ments for the medical degree, under.

‘~,~;,IJ

:~;,j”‘/’i’
The fo~owing appropriations are recommended to mount a program in ctinical

:’:y~~!“]!

1

I

training in heart disease, stroke and rehabilitation.
:f::;, ‘/):;
,~jj~f:;,’jI’ , Year
‘~~;:,;:’!/ .+.

AREA

1 2 3 4 5

.,,

Heart Disease* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 7.0 9.0 12.5 15. c

Stroke*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.c

Rehfl~ilitation* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. Q 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.(
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take ieveral years of residency training, and perhaps serve his obligatd military
expediencebefore actually embarking on a re%arch career. This is demanding
not only of his time but of the financial resources of his family. Withotit addi-
tional suppofi, clearly the pool of clinical investigators becomes limited to those
whose families possess the financial resources to underwrite this lengthy and
expensive program.

The Commission therefore urges that consideration be given to a new national
program providing full financial support to those students who aspire to a mreer
of medicaI research and for whom the institution provides a clearly defined pro-
gramwhich combinesmedical education with research training.

Supportoj Clinkal Training
Recommeridatwn 23. The Commission recommeds the establishment oj

clinical fellowships and jull-tim.eclinical investig~orships in heart dtiease and
stroke, the expansionoj clinical trainingprograms in cancer,and the establish
mentof clinicalfellowships in rehabilitatwn.

A. In the heart disease and stroke fields there is urgent need for clinical
trainitig for the physicians who are ultimately responsible for carrying the
fruits of research to the majority of the American people. And yet, under cur-
rent policy guidelines, the NationaI Heart Institute and National Institute of
Neurological-Disea~ and Blindness can only support training that is research
oriented, Greater emphasis must be placed on the training of superior clinical
physicians.

There is a great need for a larger cor~ ~f clinicians who are capable of preclk ;..’:
dia~osis and providing the be~ of treahent+linicians with minds capable ; -
of recognizing and applying new discoveries and clinical observations. To meet ,,

this need, authority should be granted and,the funds appropriated to the Public
Hmlth Service for the establishment of clinical fellowshifi and full.time clinical
investigatorshipsin the cardiovascular field.

B. To recruit medical graduates into cancer specialties in which there is a
mdrked shortage of personnel, the Commission recommends that $500,000 per
year be appropriated to the Cancer Control Program in support of residency . ..8

training in a limited number of specialties essential for progress in cancer con-
trol gnd unlikely to lend themselves to private specialty practice. A supported
resident should be required to spend at least one year of his training period in
work directly related tO cancer and the details of his training program should
bespecifiedat the time grant requests are made.

In addition, the existing program of Senior ~~inical Traineeships administered
by tib Cancer Control Pro~am should receive appropriations of $3.5 million to
increase the present number of traineeships to the level of 300. It is further
recommendedthat priofity should be given to those s~cialtia necessary in can. ;.
cer control which have the greatest personnel shortag+for example, radiblogy,
radiotherapy, physical Medicine and rehabilitation, preventive medicine, pathol-
ogy,anesthesiology,and epidemiology.

C. A program of clinical fellowships in rehabilitation will substantially in- 59
,, ., cream the nuder of physicians capable of rendering the best in rehabilitative,,;,,,,:,
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care. To this end, the Commission recommends that funds be made available
to the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration to initiate such a program.

Stabilization of AcademicPositwns .,

Recommendation24. The Commission recommends the establ,tihmentoj
tuu-time career awards in universities ad other imttiutiom, not ordy tor re-
searchpersonnelbut ako /or clinical investigatorsand clinical processors.

The research career awards program of the National Institutes of HAth has
made a vital contribution by establishing stable positions for career investigators
in universities. Through this program leading scientists have been able to pl~
and pursue lifetime research careers without dependhg upon year.by-year
approval of specificprojects.

The Commission regrets the fact that a moratorium has been declared on new
appointments to this program and urges that support be increased so that the
program may be expanded.

There is, in addition, a pressing need for the development of stable academic
positions to encourage the lifetime pursuit of teaching careers in medicine. FeI-
,lowships and career awards parallel to those awarded for research are nec=ry
to support faculty members in clinical investigation and practice.

Such faculty members could vitalize and broaden the program of every chicd
department and more effectively close the gap between advancing scientific
knowledge and application.

The recommended program would involvethe establishment of fufl-time posi-
tions in universities and medical schools for clinical investigators or clinical pro-
cessors. In some instances such professorships might he used to recruit some
of our best practitioners from a heavy private practice and enable them to con.
centrate on teaching. Recommended appropriations to implement this program
would be at the level of $8 million a?d progress to $M million in 5 years.

Trainingoj He&h Techntitins

Recommendation25. The Commksion recommeds gretily incremed effort
and investment in th recruitmeti ati training O/ ti~h techn~~~ ad other .?
paramedicalpersonnelwhose skilh are essential to tb cotirol dt kart diseme,
cawer and stroke.
Specificatiy, the Commissionrecommends:
A. The cstablishrnept of a coordinating officewithin the Department of ~ealtht

Eduoation, and Welfare to provide liaison among the agencies supporting educa.
tiond programs which could be of great importance in training ancillary h~lth
manpower, such as the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, the
Vocational Education Assistance Act of 1963,and the Economic Opportunity Act
of 19@.

B. A program of stimulation grants administered by the public Healfi se~ice~ .‘
made available to community and junior mlleges for the development of teaching
methodology, curriculum, and courses for the training of personnel such as ssso
ciate degree nurses, laboratory technicians, and the full range ‘ofteckical per.
sonnel that can support and extend the work of the frontline professionals; appro-



priations recommended for this program would begin at the level of $0.4 million
and progress to $2 fillion in the fifth year.

C. Increased support of the program for training medical technicians, includ-
ing technologists and other specialists essential to the detection and treatment of
cancer, now existing in the Cancer Control Program, from its present level of $1.5
rniUon per year to $2.5 million in the first year with annual increments thereafter
of $1 million.

me supply of healti manpower to support a full-scale attack on heart disease,
cancer and stroke can be recruited and developedonly if full use is made of exist-
ing programs and authorities, especially those which can recruit into the ancillary
health disciplines persons not normally attracted into health pursuits, including
the economically disadvantaged, and technologica~y displaced, the handicapped,
and the elder citizens.

It is ironic that the health disciplines suffer from chronic shortage at a time
when the nation as a whole is experiencing serious problems of manpower
surplus.

Trainingo/Specialties in HealthCommunications

Recommetitiion 26. The Commission recommeds tbt the Oflce oj In-
formation ad Publicatwns in the Ofice of the SurgeonGeneralbe a~ocateda
specific ~1 sum of $1 miflion sofely jor training specialists in hedh coT-
mum.catwns.

S~ifically, the Commission recommends:
A. A grant program to eduoationaI institutions for the development of pilot

tTaining programs in the field of medical communications. Such grants should
support the development of a core curriculum, the payment of faculty, and pro-
vhion of stipends for train=. A university which has both a medical center and
a school of journalism would serve as an excellent setting for these pilot training
programs in communications.

B. Provision of fellowships for the on-the-job training of a variety of per-
sonnel in the gathering and writing of science information materials. Many of . d
these men and women would be trained in the various agencies of the Public
Health Service; many would be trained in our medical centers and large
research institutions throughout the country.

In addition we recommend that the Public Health Serviceconduct and support
seminais and other methods designd to give prof~sional science writers the
background they need to write accurately, responsibly, and clearly on health
subjects.

ContinuousAssessmentO)HealthManpowerNeeds

Recommendation 27. The Commisswn recommetis the establishment in
th Bureauoi State Servties (Community,Health) o/ the Publti Health Service
oj a health manpower unit, comparable to the researchmanpower unti oi th
Ntiwnd Imtitutes of Health, responsibh ior continuou assessmnt oj 61

,., tiwd manpowerrequirementsjor hedh services, HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE:,;.,.,



Such a unit wodd have the following responsibilities: (1) To develop baseline
information on medical manpower and analyze its meaning; (2) to develop
national goals relating to medical manpower and resources; (3) to conduct and
support studies and demonstrations related to determining manpower needs,
defining specific problems, and recommending improved training and recruit-
ment programs to overcome these manpower problems; and (4) to disseminate
information on all aspects of health manpower. Appropriations of $0.5 million
for the first year, kcreasing to $1 million by the fifth year, are recommended.

It has been estimated that by 1975 there will be a need for 172,000 additional
medical technicians for laboratory work alone. If needs for other types of health
technicians were added, the requirement becomes staggering. However, no good
estimates of n=d are available. Studies have been made in recent years of the
needs for physicians, dentists, and nurses, but the health technician field has been
Iargely ignored.

Therefore, the Commissionfurther suggests that tbe Surgeon General appoint
a group to study the problem of health technician personnel and develop recom-
mendations for its solution.

,-



/
PART II ChapterSeven

ADDITIONALFACILITIESAND RESOURCES

.Many additional facilities and resources are required to mount the full-~ale
attack on hart disease, cancer and stroke envisioned by the Commission.

The two paralIel thrusts of the campaign—the application of existing knowl-
edge through patient care and the development of new knowledge through re-
search—both depend upon supporting services which, like the basic manpower
and facilities already discussed, are in short supply.

ExpandingPatient CareFactiittis
Recommendation 28.. The Commission whohheartedly endorses the 1964

Amendments to the Hospital and Medicd Facdittis Construction (HiU-Burton)
Act and urges ttir fufl imphme~tion. It is furthr recommendedtti more
junds be made avaifabb for the expamhn”of long-termcarefacilities afiltied
with hospitals.
The Hill-Burton program for the construction of hospital and medical faciliti=,

administered by the Public Health Service, has been one of the most remark-
able achievements in the history of brinatig better health to more people in
any part of the world. This program has received widespread recognition and
acceptance by the peopie of the United Stat= and by its Congr-s.

The 19@ Amendments to the Hfll-Burton Act, in addition to extending the
life of the program, contain important new provisions wbich will enable the
program to meet these changing challenges more effectively. It provides for—

1. A new grant program for modernization or replacement of public and non-
profit hospitals, and other health faciliti=, giving special consideration to those
located in the more densely populated arms where the greatest need exists.

.

2. A program of project grants to help developcomprehensive regiona~ metro-
politan area, or other local area plans for health and related facilities.

3. A single category of long-term care facilities, which combines the pre-
viously separate grants programs for chronic disease hospitals and nursin~ homes,
and lifis the annual ceiling from $40 million to $70 million.

4. The use by States of 2 percent of their allotments (up to $50,000 a ~-ar)
to assist in the eficient and proper administration of the State plan.

The Commission, in endorsing this forward-looking legislation, considers that
the continu~ strengthening of the nation’s patient care facilities is an indispen~
sable ingredient in the national program against heart disease, cancer and
stroke. This need is particularly acute in the area of long.term care facilities to
serve the rapidly increasing numbers of patients suffering from the chronic dis- 63
easesand requiring such care. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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stren~henil% thFederaj Hospital program

Recommendtiion 29. The Commission recommends tti existing Federal
hospital systems administered by the Veteram Administration and the Public
HealthService be given authority and junds which will emble them to augment
their contribution to research, training and patient care in heart disease, can-
cer and stroke.
Specifically,the Commissionrecommends:
A. That the Veterans Administration be given increased appropriations to

carq- out research in aging and chronic disease, incluaing heart aisea=, cancer
ana stroke; the specific authority and funds to make research project grants to
affiliatedmeaical schools for collaborative research projects in these fields; and
the increasea appropriation necessary to further aevelop its existing program of
scientificmanpowertraining.

B. The Division of Hospitals of the Pubtie Health Service be appropriate
funa= necessary for renovation and the development of research space iti existing
facilities, and for increasea research and training activities.

Wi& its 168 hospitals, 89 affiliate with meaicd schools, and 91 outpatient
clinim and regional offices,the Veterans Administration has the largest system of
health care facilities in the worla. In the past year 610,000 patientswere aamitted
to Vi hospitals; 3,695,000 were followed as outpatients. of the patients aa-
mitted, 107,000had cardiovascular aisease ana W,000 haa cancer, newly aiag-
nosea in about 30,000. A professional staff of more than 9,000 physicians,
psychologists, social workers, and Ph. D. scientists proviae a high level of care
as wefl as participate extensively in research, eaucation, and training activities.

The VA is carrying on a vigorous program of fundamental ana clinical
research. Its staff participate in 6,500 research projects in Fiscal Year 19W,
with 2,000 of them relatea to heart disease, cancer, ana neurological diseaaes.
Much of this research effort is conauctea in association with 78 VA-affiliatea
medid schook.

In the area of eaucation and training, nearly 18,000 unaergraauate and graa-
llate stuaents in medicine or allied fielas received some part of their training ~
in VA facilities in.1963. Among these were 10 percent of the nation’s meaical
residen~.

The Commission commenas this major contribution to the nation’s research
ana training effort ana urges that the Veterans’ Administration be supported in
further developingthese vitally important programs.

It urges also that the smaller but still significant Public Health Service hospit~
syste~ which has taken promising steps towara an increa~ research and train-
ing program in recent years, be supportea in the development of its full potential
for r=rch ana training as wellas patient care.
Medicd Libraries

Recommendation 30. The Commhsion recommends tkt the N@io&
Library OJMedtiine be authorizedand adequately supported to serve its logkd
and rwcessaryjunction as th primary source jor strengthening the nation’s
rnedd library system.



Specifically,the Commission recommends:
A. That $2 million per year for a 5-year period be made available to the

National Library of Medicine for intramural research and development activities
to explore new technologies for more eficient management and dissemination of :-...,
the world’sbiomedical literature; I ; “.- . .. .

-- ......

B. That not le~5 than $30 million per year for 5 years be authorized and J....:::;-:’ ‘ :.: “,~--:
:...’,,,:,. :

appropriated to the National Library of Medicine for a program of grants and / ~::::.l;.:- -~’--.:~--:..
contracts to support improved medical library servjces in the United States— ‘“,’.-’-:--..-...,. ..... .... .. ....
including facilities, resources, training of personnel, secondary publications, and ! II i:: ,

library and communications research; I
C. That broadly conceived legislation be initiated clearly authorizing the ~

National Libra~ of Medicine to assist medical libraries in the ways recommended 1
herein. ‘)

Communication of information to scientists and practitioners is criticality im- ]
portant to progress in research and application of medical knowledge. Medical
libraries are the primary vehicle for accomplishing this communications process.

-.....-

Yet the nation’s medjcal library system is grossly inadequate for the task, due
to a serious imbaIance of extramural support. For example, in 1964 the Public
Health Service appropriations totaIed over $1 billion. But less than $1 million
accrued directly or indirectly to the extramural support of medical libraries.

The National Library of Medicine is the cornerstone of the national medjcal
library network. Through i~ development of the world’s largest collection of
the pubIished medical literature and through its sponsorship and operation of
the MEDLARS system, the largest computer-based information storage and
retrieval system yet to be devise~, the NLM has demonstrated its abjlity to
improve the methodology and efficiencyof this mdical library network.

It is uFgentthat further steps be taken to enable NLM to improve the efficiency
of this network.

But to exercise its propeF leadership the NLM requires both broadened legis-
lative authorities and additional funds for the purposes of strengthening and
enlarging its intramural activities, and for the purpose of conducting the type of
extramural support program the Commissionhas in mind.

. .

The Commission’s recommendations are directed simdtaneously to the I
strengthening of NLM and to the bolstering of the other components of the
nation’s mdical library network.
National Medical Audiovisual Center

Recommendatwn 31.. The Commissionrecommeds that the Public Heakh
Service A&ioviswl Fmility be enbrged in scope and strengthened so tti
itrnay becomea Ntiwwl Medtial A&ioviswl Center.

To this end we recommend the followingspecific steps:
A. The appropriation of $1.5 million for necessary renovation and expansion

of the existing physiwl plant.
B. Appropriation of $1.5 million for the first year, scaled upward to W mil-

lion for the fifih year, to develop an intramural program at the Audiovisual,,,!,, Gnter which would include production, experimental use and evaluation of
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educational materials in swh areas as radio, television, motion pictures, pro-
grammed instruction, etc.; research and training programs in audiovisual fields;
international exchange of medical motion pictures; and other purpo=s.

C. Authorization of an extramural program of grants and fellowships and

appropriations tOsupport SUCha program b%inning at the level Of$1.5 mi*lion
per year and rising to $8 million at the end of a 5-year period. Such a program
wou]d enable the Audiovisual Center to support selectively promising projeots
in audiovisual communications at medical schools, community hospitals, and
other institutions and to assist, through training granti and fellowships, in the
development of a national cadre of medical communications specialists.

In addition to the program outlined above, the National Medical Audiovisual
Center s~ould exert immediate and strong leadership in two communications
media of particularly ~igh promise for continuing education of the health
professions.

Th= a~e, first, the field of closed circuit television which is alrtidy being
used sporadically, to a limited extent, by rnedicd schools, hospitals and other
health agencies; and second, the use of portable projectors for cartridge-type
film? which are especially adaptable to private use by physicians in their own
offices,at tim~ of their own choosing.

We therefore recommend that:
(a) an appropriation of $2 million per year, initially, be made to the National

IMedicalAudiovisual Center for the specific purpose of developing, disseminating
and evaluating closed circuit television ~ro~rams on subjects of vital interest to,,
the health professions, and

(b) an initial appropriation of $1 miIlion per year be made to the National
Medical Audiovisud Center to produce short films for use in cartridge-type
projectors, and to promote the widespread use of this promising new educational
device by the medical profession.

St@titical Program
Recommetiation 32. The Commisswn recommends improved systems jor

the cokction, itierpretation, and dissemination of stathttis es~etil to the
utierstitiing ad efictint control of heart disease, cancer and stroke.

Specificatiy,the Commissionrecommends:
A. A project grant program to the States administered by the National Center

for Health Statistics to finance the salary of competent statisticians and supporting
services, desi~ed to improve the quality and timeliness of data collected through
death registration; to carry out epidemiological studies using the death record as
a poitit of departure; and to permit intensive analysis of mortality data. The sum
of $750,000 should be appropriated to initiate this program,. increased to $1.5
million in the secondyear and reaching a level of $3.5 million by the fifth year.

B. Full support of the Public Health Service request for fundstosurveyhospital
discharge records on a sampling basis.

C. Stimulation ‘bythe Public Health Service of studies of medical practice to
determine methods of treatment in everyday use.

.



D. A grant program administered by the hrational Center for Health Statistics
for the training of individuals in health demography, providing bot~ academic
graduate training and applied training. The estimated cost of supporting about
70students in such a program is $500,000per year.

E. A program to educate physicians and others in the proper methods for cer.
tification of cause of deatb, and a small continuous survey to evaluate the quality
of the medical record.

F. Appropriations of $500,000 per year to the Division of Chronic Disedsesfor
the establishment of a National Center of Program Statistics in heart disease,.,
cancer, stroke, and other chronic diseases, to provide to the operating programs
wsentiaI data on the nature and magnitude of specific disease prob~emsifi comm-
unities and the present utilization of existing care resourcps. ‘

G. That cancer be made a reportable disease and that’ the sum of $1 hilhoq
per year be made available to the National Cancer Institute to be used in assist-
ing States in initiating cancer reporting systems. Assistance should be provided
in organizing the rewrting system, providing consultation services, purchasirig
equipment, and providing temporary clerical or other seivices, in an amount not
to exmed $50,000 for any State ~~ing the first year and not to extend beyond
3 years. Priority in establishing cancer reporting systems should be given to
States representative of the various regions in the United States.

The Commission, in reviewing existing statistical data on heatt disease, cancer
and stroke, recognized wrtain areas of vital and health statistics that are in n~
of development. In our expanded national effort to reduce the toll of heart
disease, cancer and stroke, strong statistical programs are necessary to describe
the nature of the problem to be dealt with, to pinpoint ?argets for effective action,
and to provide indications ofprogresstoward thegoah.

Animal Resources/or Biomedicd Resewch

Recornmendatwn 33. The Commission recommeds dditional appro-
prtiow and authority as needed to enabh the Division of ResearchFwifitks
a@ Resources, NIH, to support an improved natwnd program of constrhn
of laboratory animal jmilitks, to constmt specti regiod /milit&s, ad to
support the traini~ oj speci&ts in the care of animak needed for bwmedtil
research.

Specifically, the Commissionrecommends:

A. That the Division of Research Facilities and Resources be given increased
appropriations to implement a national program of construction an”dimprove-
ment of integrated institutional animal facilities and resources;

,,

B. mat the DRFR be given s~ific’appropriations to construct and operate
two or three regional Laboratory Animal Genetic Centers (other than Primate) ,.
and two or three regional centers for Research in Laboratory Animal Medicine
(other than P~imate) ;

C. That the capabilities of existing institutions be fully utilized through a 67
program of project grants and contracts; HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE.



D. That the DRFR be given the specific legislative authority
tions necessary to support training programs for veterinarians,
and other animal diseasespecialists.

and appropria-
husbandrymen,

Appropriation levels recommended for these activities are $10 miflion for the
first year increasing to $20 million by the fifth year.

Many striking advances in disease control could not have been achieved
without the use of laboratory animals. As research vistas widen, the depend-
ence on animal test systems becomes greater. The need is not only for increased
number but also for improved quality, both in respect to freedom from disease
and to specificity of genetic makeup.

The sophisticated research of today demands sensitive instruments which can
reproducibly record subtle changes. If the research animal, which represents
such a sensitive system, by virtue of disease or variable genetic constitution,
reack inconstantly or unpredictably to experimental situations, time, money, and
the experiment are lost. Such occurrences are, in fact, not uncommon. Inade-
quate animal housing facilities, often by promoting a high incidence of infection,
have frequently accounted for such experimental failures.

The Commission’srmommendations are designed to strengthen our laboratory
animal resource in a number of ways to assure that biomedical research in heart
disease, cancer and stroke will not be delayed or negated by failures in the supply,
nature, and condition of laboratory animals.

A Clearinghousefor Drug In/orm&ion 1
Recommetiotwn 34. The Commisswn endorses cvrreti propos~s /or th

estiblisbent o} a Natwti Dr~ In/ormatwn Cleari~house, in assochwn
with the National Library of Medtiine, serving and supporting goverwntd
and nongovernmtid drug informationufiits.

a–~ me proposed. clearinghouse would include W1 information on tie che~c~
structures and biological properties of all known compounds and the derivatives
of such chemicals, with regard for their cellular, environmental, and social effects.
It would gather information from all reliable sources, including thqpublished liter- -
ature, conference proceedings, government reports, and other records. Fu”~her,
the clearinghouse would produce, both for general and specific ~ers, annotati
bibliographies, systematic files of information on drugs in forms suitable for
replication, critical reviews, compilations of evaluated data, judgmental reipon=
to individual inquiries, and other appropriate information.

Improper use of drugs is today an important cause of avoidable disease. The
gaps and wasteful duplication associated with prment independent effoti to
handle drug information are responsible for much important information failing
to reach those who need it most. Therefore, in viewof the progressive increase in
the consumption of medications and other chemical products, the proposed clear- ‘“
inghousewill serve an important national need.

Intirti.onal Research and Train{ng Programs
68 Recommendation35. T@ Commission endorses the priwipfe tti support
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rative research involving Amem.can and joreign bboratories, training o~
Arnertian scientists in /oreign hbor~ories and of joreign scientists in Ameri-
can hboratories are in our natio~l interest, and endorsesprograms des~ned
to mh.ece swh ends.

The Commissionsuggeats the following guidelines:
A. Cooperative research projects and programs representing joint efforts of

American and foreign investigators should be budgeted from funds appropriated
in support of domestic rather than international research.

B. Health research and training in those nations wherein there are substantird
amounts of Public Law ~ funds should be supported to a maximum extent pos-
sible up to the Emits of their resources of trained manpower and research facilities.

C. Increased opportunities should be made avaiIable to foreign graduates to
allow them to come to the United States for further training in biomedical and
clinical research so that such newly acquired knowledge can be applied on their
return to their native countries.

D. In scientifically and eeonomicafly more privileged countries where re-
search and training activities are good, the following guidelties are recommended:

(a)

(b)

Federal agencies supporting research and research training should con-
tinue such activities in all nations in which such opportunities exist;
The criteria for judging applications for research grants from such coun-

(C)

(d)

tries should be unusually rigorous with respect to the quality of the project
proposed and the competence of&e investigator-applicant;
The magnitude of ohr health research support program should reflect
local opportunities and the needs of agency programs rather than an ar-
bitrary fixed bal ~iling;
Prior to payment of research grants overseas, a representative of the
agencyconcem.ed,together with our Science Attwh6 in that nation, shotid
enter into negotiation with appropriate o5ciab of the nation concerned
with a view to establishing the terms and limits of the research support in
qudon,

International research offers unparalleled opportunities for advaming our
knowledge of heart disease, cancer and stroke for a number of reasons.

The United States has by no means a monopoly on scientific exce]lenm in
these fields. Moreover, the contrasting patterns of disease in different cuhur=
may offer important clues to their control. Still further, the interchange of
research phdosophy ad methodology between nations has proved highly produc-
tive.

The Commission therefore urges that international programs be maintained
at levels consistent with the mutual interests of the nations and scientists involved.

69
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PART!] ChapterEight

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN LEGISLATION AND ORGANIZATION

Feaerai action in any field aepenas basically upon two factors: legislative
authority as expre=a in laws passea by the Congress, and funds appropriated
by the Congress each year to carry out these authorize activities. A third fac-
tor important to the effectiveness of Federal programs is the organizational
structure of the agenciesinvolvea.

Many of the recommendations of the Commission, as deacribea in the pre-
ceding chapter, can be carried out by the Public Health Service or other agenci=
operating under their existing authorities. As has been notea in the case of each
separate recommendation, many of the programs proposed will r~uire aaai-
tional appropriations if the attack against heart dis-, c+cer ana stroke is to
be advanced at an accekrated pace,

Some of the recommenced actions, however, cannot be undertaken without
changes in existing legislative authority or the creation of new authority. There
fore, in this Chapter, recommendations concerning the most important Legisla-
tive needs are indicated.

In aadition, it includesa recommendation for reorganization within the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare which would, in the Commission’sview,
greatly facilitate ana strengthen the full-scale campaign against heart disease,
cancer ana stroke.

1.LEGISLATIVERECOMMENDATIONS

The first legislative recommendation of the Commission, as set forth below
is for a comprehensi}-eamendment and recodification of the Public Health Serv.
ice Act. The reasons underlying this recommendation stem from. the fact that
the present Act is seriously obsolete. The type of national attack nmaea to r~
duce the toll from beart disease, cancer ana stroke cannot be fully mounted
until more effective legislative devices are maae available.

However, recognizing the time required ana the difficulty involved in securing
the drafting ana enactment of a legislative modification of such magnitude
interim .Iegislative proposals are recommended for those new or changed au.
theorizations so important to the campaign against heart disease, cancer and
stroke that they cannot await the omnibus revision.

1. Reviswn oj the PublicHe&thServke Act
The last major o}.erallrevision or codification of the Public Health Service

Act was done 20 years ago.
70 In the intervening 20 years, however, there have been trernenaous changes in
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has produ~d numerous pressing needs for more effective legislative devic=.
At the same time the growth in importance of the chronic diseases has had a
great impact on health programs. The recognized need for comprehensive com-
munity health services demands of the Public Health Service a mission and a
program of action that far exceed the confines of public health agencies in the
past.

The response to this changing challenge has thus far taken the form of piece-
meal, spasmodic amendments to the basic Act as particular pre~ures and needs
arose.

It has become abundantly clear, therefore, tbat if the program proposed by
the President’s Commission on Heart Distiw, Cancer and Stroke is to be
effectivelyimplemented, as well as for many other important reasons, there must
be a thoroughgoing and comprehensive revision and recodification of the Public
Health Service Act. The matter should be gi~-enintensive study by experts in
the field, and a legal instrument suitable to the health needs of the nation in these
times and for the future should be developed and enactkd. Because studies of
legislative change tend to be prolonged and laborious, it is important that a
deadlinebe set for completion of this action.

Recornmd&n

1$h recommended that the Department o) He&h, Education, and Welfare
establish a task jorce to develop a comprekemive revision and recodification o~
the Public Health ServiceAct by November 1,1965.

2. E~nswn of Resourcesfor Preparation of Health Manpower

The Commisswn recommeds tht fegti!ation be sought to permit forth-
right support of medkal education, this program to includeformula grants to
the health processions schoofs. Immediately, there shoti be fd tiiliztiion
oj tke Health Processions Educatwnd Assistance Act of 1963 and the Nurse
Training Act of 1964. The Commisswn iurther recommends substantially
greater ad more diversified Federal support of programsdesigned to increase
thesupply of phystitins, denthts, ad medtidscietiists.

3. Constrmtion andOperationof HeafthResearchFacil&ies

The need to expedite a direct and immediate research attack upon heart
disea~, cancer and stroke on a nationwide basis has underscored the importance
of flexible authority to construct and operate research facilities to meet the
national and regional needs in these areas.

The principal deficiency which greatly hampers the efforts of the National
Institutes of Health in these fields is that current authorizations are much too
lowto meet existing requtiements.

In addition, the rigid ceiling of 50 percent which the Federal Government ..

may now contribute in matching monies to aid in the construction of health
research facilities should be lifted to a new maximum of 75 percent—the same
ceiling now in force with regard to Federal participation in the construction 71
of mental retardation research facilities. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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The present 50 percent ceiling for other than mental retardation research
facilities works a most severe hardship on those institutions in less economically
favored parts of the country which cannot compete, in raising matching monies,
with the large, established research complexes. Yet these smaller and financially
weaker research institutions are the very ones we must stren~hen if we are to
achieve a truly broad, regional expansion of our research effort.

There is also a lack of nonmatching authority for the construction of research
facilities that are national or regional in their scope. Therefore, because of the
urgent need to expedite the national research effort on heart disease, cancer and
stroke, the followingrecommendations are made:

Recommendation

A. There shou~ be an increase in the annual appropriation authorizatwn for

B.

c.

heatih research jacility constructwn from the present $50 mdion to & bt
$150 million.
The participation by tb Federd Government shtid be increased from
50to 75 percent.
New substantive authority shoufd be given to constrwt, on a nonmatching
bash, and to provide jor the operatwn o!, by contract or otherwise, research
facilittis jor ~wd regtinal research purposes,

4. Construction and Operation of Facilities /or the Application of the Fruits of
Research

One of the major recommendations of the Commissionis designed to a5surethat
the best that modern medical science can offer for diagnosis and treatment of
heart disease, cancer and stroke is accessible in all areas of the nation. The
Commission’s view is based upon its conviction that the value of the national
investment in research is wasted unless the fruits of research are applied for the
benefit of all the people when and where the need exists. For these purposes, a
grant program is proposed for the establishment of diagnostic and ~eatment
stations in appropriate academic and community institutions. The operational
support for care in such stations would, as in all such institutions, come from a
variety of sources. This proposal does not in any way affect the normaI methods
of payment for care, such as direct payment by patients and third-party payments
through private insurance, public welfare payments, and other sourms. The
proposed participation is in the nature of a stimulation grant to heIp provide the
nucleus for operations and help assure that the best quality of servim is available
for all of the people.

Recommendation

New substantive authority shodd be given for initti constr~tion, renov~
twn, equipment, ad development of regwnally orknted diagnostti and treat-
ment statiom and to provtie necessaryincentive through partiaf operating grant
support fora nmleus of higtiy qtiifiedstafl in tbse smtwm.

72 5, Authonztiion for Necessary Transfer of Progrm Funds within an Instittie,
HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE and for Limited Transfer of Funds between Institutes



A, It is of paramount importance that the Directors of the various Institutes,
withthe approval of the Director of the National Insitutes of Health and after fully
informing the respective Appropriations Committees of the House and Senate of
the reasons for such action, be given the authority to transfer funds from one pro.
gram to another within their overall annual Institute appropriation.

It is impossible for Institute Djrectors, who testify before Congr~ in the
spring of one fiscaI year, to predict with absolute precision the exact financial
requirements of programs to be implemented a year or more in the future.
Furthermore, the Institutes frequently receive their initial apportionments 6
months and more after a fiscal year has begun; such delays in allocations
obviously force a rea~ssment of program directions.

Over the past few years, the NIH has been subjected to unfair criticism be-
cause it has returned sizeable amounts of unspent reserves to the Treasury. If
the Institute Directors had flexible authority to reallocate funds after proper con.
sultation, they could redirect funds from programs which cannot be initiated be-
cause of factora beyond their controI to programs in which a sizeable backlog of
scientificallyapproved applications has built up.

B. It is also important that a proviso reinstating the right of the Director of
the National Institutes of Health to transfer a limited portion of one Institute budg-
et to another be included in future appropriations acts. Such transfer authority
should only be exercised when a scientific jud~ent has been reached that a par-
ticular year’s appropriation to an Institute cannot be fu~y and prudently used
as determined by each Institute Director and each Institute Advisory Council.

Recommendation
A. It is recomrnetied tti the lmtti~e Directors, after appropriate cowufta-

tion, be given the wtbrity to tram]er funds rvithintheir over~l annualIn-
stitute appropriation.

B. Th prevwus authody of th Director oj the N~tiod Institutes oj Heafth
to transfer limited fuds from one Iwtituti @ another shouti be re-
imtated.

6. More Eflective and Flexibfe Use Oj Grants ad Contrwls for Research and
Devebpment

The Commission is convinced that the national ca~paign against heart disease,
canoer and stroke could be accomplished more effectively and expeditiously if
more flexible utilization were possible in the use of contracting authority and if
there were continuing availability of appropriated funds.

In regard to contracts, the Public Health service currendy carries out its ar-
raugemnts under authority delegatd’ from the General Services Administration ..

which has restrictive limitations concerning advanced payment, the inclusion of
construction costs and multiple-year ~eements. Adequate research contract
authority would enable the research program leaders of the Public Health Service
to use their b~t judgment in matching the research support mech;nism to pro. 73
gram needs in the accomplishment of the research mission. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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With regard to the single-year availability of funds, the Commission has noted
that the Public Health Service is the only Federal organization with a major re-
search and development program that does not have multiple-year fuhd avail-
ability which permits the continuing use of funds for this purpose after the end
of a fiscalyear.

For the foregoing reasons, the following recommendations are made:

Recommend&iom

A. The Public HealthService shodd be given bask authority i~ research con-
tracti to:

1. Commit support jor extended periods of time, e.g., up to 5 years and
tivance paymetis;

2. Provide /or constructwn wken such”isessentt itotheaccompbhment
0/the contractpurposes;

3. Contractfor clintil ad domtitiiary care where necessary to achieve
reseurchpurposes;

4. Provide /or the design ad codut oj bro~ and comprehensive
researchand development programs in whtih the contractor has w~e
fatitudefor actwn in achievinga given objective.

%. The Pubtic Health Service should be given multipb-year fund avadabdity~or
research and developmentwtivities.

7. Project Grati Authority for Heart Disease Control, Cwer Co&r&, d
Chronti DiseasePrograms, and for the Natioml Center jor Health St&istics

The Public Health Service authority to make project grants in its programs
dealing with h~lth application activities in comtiunities is inconsistent. Thus,
the Venereal Disease Control and Tuberculosis Control Programs as well as the
Neurology and Sensory Disease Control Program have projec[ grant authority.
In addition, the Community Health Services and Facilities Act Pro@am also has
a limited type of project grant authority.

The Commission is particularly concerned with the lack of such authority
in the Heart Disease Control, Cancer Control, and Chronic Disease progrms.
,Also,the National Center for Health Statistics does not have such authority de-
spite the fact that the itiprovement of vital and health statistics at their source is
essential to progress in these heaIth progam areas. While the inclusion of a
genera] qutho~ity for ~11‘control programs to make project gran~ is strongly
recommended for the comprehensive revision of the Public Health Service Act,
it is bel~ev+ urgent that interim authority fot project grants be extended to the
progrtis mentioned in order that the recommendations of the President’s Com-
mission on ~eart Disease, Cancer and Stroke can be implemented more fully
withoqf delay.

Recommend~bn
!! is recommetied that the Heart Disease Control, Cancer Control, and

14 Chronti Disease Programs, and the Ntiional Center ior He~th st~~?~s be
HEARTDISEASE,MNCER AND STROKE atihorired to makeproject grants.



8. Aathriz&wn jor a Program /or
Medtial Libraries Network

the Support and Stimubtion oj a Natwnal

It is clear that a major factor inhibiting the reduction of the burden of heart
disease, cancer and stroke involves the inadequacy of communications in the field
of themedical sciences. Moreover, it is clearjas with the problems of health man-
powersupply, that the correction and improvement needed can only be achieved by
attacking the fundamental reasons underlying the deficiencies.

One of these fundamental factors involves the inadequacies of the medical li-
brarieg throughout the nation—another effect of the scientific revolution in
which the advancement of knowledge has outstripped the ability to manage it.
Consequently, in order to facilitate scientific communication, substantive legis-
lation is necessary, providing a flexible program of planning, stimulation and
support of an improved National MedicaI ‘Libraries Network to assure all areas
and au medicai schools, scientists, and practitioners of the benefit of effective
access to aIl medical data and information.
Recomme&~-on

A legislative proposal shodd be developed and erected providing jor the
support ad stirnul~wn oj a Natwti Medical Libraries Network. Parttiular
attintwn shodd be given to authorizatwns relating to recommendatwrwof the
President’s Commission on Heart Disease, Cancer and Stroke cortcerningthe
e+tablishrnentoj a netwrk of medtial libraries iwltiing a limtied number of
regioml libratis; library fmdity comtructwn; trm.ningfor me$ical librar~ns;
ad a program of research designed to improve systems and methods O!han.
dlingmedicdliterature.

9. Establish~ent of Revolving Fund for the Natio~l MedicalAudiovisvd Center
One of the important recommendations of the Cornmjssion calls for the

expansion of the P“ublicHealth Service Audiovisual Facility at the Communicable
Disease Center ~to a .National Medical Audiovisual Center. Particular refer-
ence in tiis regard is made to the operational trial of the use of a projector for
the in.ofiu continuing education of practicing physicians in which the audio-
visual center would be charged”with responsibility for the production of a series .,.

of films on heprt disease, cancer and stroke subjects. In order to carry oiit such
a program it is desirable that the audiovisual center have the maximum flexibility
10permit it to carry out its projects in a most efficient mapner. The establish-
ment’of q revolving fund fiscal arrangement, with the accompanying authority
to sell or rent its productions, would greatly facilitate the ability of the center
to carry out these pro~ams.

Recommendat~~n

It h recornmetied that authorizwion for the establishment O/ a revolving
juti with any ~cessary authorities to permit the sh or rental o/ medi~l >,

adiovisd prodwtions as approprtie be given to permit the Natwd hledkal
Audwvis& Cetier of t~ CDC to carry out its /unction with max{mqm
eficie~. 75
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Much of what has been said with regard to the need for basic revision of the
Public Health Service Act applies to the Vocational Rehabilitation Act. There
js a considerable degree of obsolescence in this legislation, and many of the
important proposals of the President’s Commission on Heart Disease, Cancer and
Stroke cannot be implemented with full effectiveness tinder existing authority.
Recommend~ion

It ti recommendedthat tb Department oj Health, Educatwn, ad Welfare
establish a task iorce to develop a comprehensive reviswn of the Vocatiowl
Re&bilitatwnAct byNovember 1,1965.

11. Amendmnt of the Community Heakh Services and Facilities Act

A number of recommendations particularity in the manpower and communica-
tions areas could be accomplished through the Community Health Services and
Facilities grant program if it were broadened by the simple deletion of the re-
stricting phrase “outside the hospital particularly for fie chronically ill or aged
persons,” and if its appropriations ceiling were removed. These recommenda-
tions include such proposals as a national health careers program; a greatly
expanded pro=~amof research and demonstration jn Community Heal* Services
for the more effectiveutilization of health manpower; stimulation grants for the
development of the capacity of community colleges for training middle-level
health tmhnician manpower; support and stimulation of continuation educa.
tion programs; incentive grants to stimulate community planning and coordina-
tion of health services; and developmental gr~ts to stimulate and assist the uni-
versity medical center to extend its resources and competenciesto the communities
in jts area.
Recornmend&.on

Thti the CommunityHealth Services and Fwilities Act be amended to elim-
inate the phrase restrictingprojects to those pertaining to “outside the hospital
particuhrly /or chronically ill or aged persons” and suspension of tb appro-
priations ceiling pending overall amendment of the Publti Heafth Servtie
Act.

Il. REORGANIZATIONORECOMMENDATION .

The specific programs needed to combat heart disease, cancer, and stroke and
the legislation nec=sary to initiate and carry.out this expanded national effort,
as recommendedby the Commi~ion, relate primarily to the Department of Health,
~utition, and Welfare. The Commission considered whether the existing ad.
ministrative and personnel resources within the Department were adequate for
the development of the proposed programs.

This study was necessarily limited as to both scope and depth. But jt did be-
come apparent to the Commissionthat, in the health area at least, the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare lacked adequate executive depth and functional
organization to providethe leadership, support, coordination, and review required
by its large and complexprograms. Such deficiencies could be obstacles to effec-
tive development of the recommended programs for the control of heart disease,
cancer and stroke.



Furthermore, it became apparent to us that the Public Health Service and
particularly the National Institutes of Health would be absolutely unable to
initiate the sweeping recommendations ~-e endorse in the body of this report
unless its personnel force is increased appreciably, and unless present Federal
salary ceilings are raised significantly to both retain existing personnel and to
attract new personnel. We are aware of the fact that the National Institutes
of Health is still losing some of its top scientists and administrators because its
salary scales do not compete with salar}” wales for comparable positions in
medical schools, universities and industry.

The major problem seems to be an insufficientnumber of high-levelpolicy posi-
tions to provide effective leadership and coordination of the Department’s many
programs which are basic to the internal strengthof the nation. The Department
has onIy five such positions: Secretary, Under Secretary, two Assistant Secre-
taries, and an Advisory Special Assistant to the Secretary (Health and Medical
Affairs). It also has a career Administrative Assistant Secretary and a General
counsel.

These people are expected toprovide effective leadership of a Department with
over W,000 employees, with about 130 programs (over 40 in health), and with
8nnual expenditure=of $6 billion from budget appropriations and about $15 bil-
lion from trust funds. ‘

Even from a casual study of the situation, and certainly in comparison with
other Departments of Government, it seems obvious that strengthening of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare at the top is greatly needed.

Recommendation

The Commisswn recommends that a reorganizti.on of the Department of
Health,Educ&n, and Weljare be ejected to provide specifichigh-levelpolicy,
directwn and coorditiion O) heahh programs, with adequate supporting
pol~positiorw.

“:
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$rrmmary of AppropriationsRwommendatirms Itiuding Those for New ProgramsandIncreasesforExistingProgramsandComparisonWith
EstimatesofCurrentLevelsofSupport

Chapter

No. Title

Estimated
Current
Level of
Support 1 2
(1%5) 1

3

—

4

—

5

6

A National Network for Patient Care, Re-
search and Teaching in Heart Diseaw,
Cancer and Stroke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Application of Medical Knowledge in the
Community. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.5

Development of New Knowledge. 152.8

Education and Training of Health Manpower 37.7

7 Additional Facilities & Resources. 11.2

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

1Includes ody pmwams for which sptific appmpriationerammendatb”s are made in this report.
1Fimres i“ millions of dollars.

2153.25 237.875

49.65 61.65

56.55 83.7

45.05 63.95

52.25 56.00

356.75 503.175

Year

3 4 5

364.475 421.4 453..45

63.15 45.15 53.15

107.9 40.2 49.5

78.15 93.75 110.65

61.00 66.00 72.50

674.675 666.50 739.25



ChapterThree:A NationalNetworkforPatientCare,ResearchandTeachingin Heart Disease,
Cancerand Stroke

I

Recommendation Year

—

No,

—

1

—

2

—

3

—

4

—

‘5

—

Title 1

Re@onal Centers for Heart
Disease, Cancer and
Stroke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187.5

Diapostic and Treatment
Stations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.75

Development of Medical
Complexes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.0

Development of Additional
Centers of Exm~enu. . . . 3.0

A National Stroke Progam
Unit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.0

2

!26.5

66.875

37.5

6.0

1.0

3 4 5

L98.1 208.9 230.7

.06.125 138.25 133.75

50.0 62.5 75.0

9.0 10.0 12.0

II

1..25 1.75 2.0

,.

Sdtotd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153.25 237.875 364.475 421.4 453.45
79
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Chapt8rFour:AppllatlOrrofMedicalKnowledgeirrtheCommunitY

M
DISEASE,CANCERAND

—

No.

—

6

—

7

—

8

—

9

10

11

12

Recommendation

II
Title. I 1 I

I

Community Plannin g
Grants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.0

Community Health ‘Re-
warch and Demonstra-
tion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~. . . . 5.0

1
I

Support of Community Pro-
gramg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~ 18.5

I

Swtetide Programs for
Heart Diwaw Control. . . . 2.5

National Grtical Canmr
Detection Program. . . . . . . 5.0

Contintig Education of
Health Profeations. ., . . . . 10.1

i
PuhEcHorfnation on Heart

Diaease, Canmr and
Stroke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.55

STROKE

S&total ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.65

1~,- h *OUS of a

2

1,0

6.0

24.5

2.5

7.5

12.1

8.05

61.6:

Year

3 4 5

1.0 1.0 1.0

7.0’ 8.0 10.0

18.0 24.0 30.0

3.5 . . . . . . . .....

10.0 . . . . . . . .....

14.1 8.1 8.1

9.55 4.05 4.05

63.15 45.15 53.15

●



GhapterFive: The Developmentof New Knowledge

No,

—

13

—

14

15

—

16

Recommendation

Title 1

Biomedical Research In-
stitutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.5

Specialized Research
Centers . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 4. OS

Remarch Project Grants.... 35.0

Contracting Authority for
Rewarch and Develop-
merit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0

Sfitotal..... . . . . . . . . . 56.55

.

2

15.0

6.7

47.0

15.0

83.7

3

22.5

9.4

56.0

20.0

107.9

4

30.0

10.2

. . . . .

. . . . .

40.2

5

37,5

12.0

. . . . .

. . . . .

49.5

,.
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ChapterSix: EducationandTrainingofHealth Manpower

Recommendation Year

No. Title 1 2 3 4 5

20 Recruitment for the Health
Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.6

21 Undergraduate Training in
Medicd and Dental
Schools. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.05 7.55 8,05 8,55 8.55

22 Training for Research. . . . . . 16.1 21.4 27.1 32.7 38.5

23 Support of Chical Training . 10.0 12.0 14.0 17.5 20.0

24 Stabtiization of Academic
Positions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 24.0

25 Training of Health Tech-
nicians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4 2.8 4.2 , 5.6 7.0

26 Training of Speciafista in
Health Communications. . 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

27 Conthuous Aswssment of
Health Manpower Needs . 0.5 0.7 0.8 0. ~ 1.0

Subtotal. . . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . 45.05 63.95 78.15 93.75 110.65

a2
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ChapterSeven:AdditionalFacilitiesandResoumes

No<

—

30

—

31

—

32

33

—

Recommendation

Title 1 2

Medical Lihraries. .. .......132.0 I 32.0

National Me&cd Audiovis-
ual Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5 8.0

Statistical Pro~ams. . . . . .’. 2.75 3.5

himal Resourws for Bio-
medical Research. . . . . . . . 10.0 12.5

I I
S&total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..152.25 I 56.00

.

Year

3

32.0

10.0

4.0

15.0

61.00

4

32.0

12.0

4.5

17.5

66.00

5

32.0

.,,.

15.0

5. j

20.0 ;.

72.50
83
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APPENDIXB

COMMISSION
Chairman
Dr. Ifichael E. DeBakey, Professor and Chairman, Department of Surgery,

Ba~.lorUniversity Collegeof Medicine, Houston, Texas

ilfembers

Dr. SamuelBellet, Professor of Clinical Cardiology, Graduate School of Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

fiIr. Barry Bingham, Editor and Publisher, Louisvi~e Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Kentucky

Ifr. John M. Carter, Editor, McCall’s Magazine, New York, New York
Dr. R. Lee Clark, Director and Surgeon-in-Chief, The University of Texas M. D.

Anderson Hospital and Tumor Inititute, Houston, Texas
Dr. Edward W. Dempsey, Former Dean, School of Medicine, Washington

University, St. Louis, Missouri. Resigned on September 28, 1964, to become
Special Assistant to the Secretary (Health and Medical Affairs), U. S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Sidney Farber, Director of Research, Children’s Cancer Research Founda-
tion and Professor, Harvard Medical School,Boston, Mmsachusetts

Dr. Marion S. Fay, Former President and Dean, The Women’s Medical College
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Mr. Marion B. Folsom,Director, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York,
and Former Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Emerson Foote, Former Chairman of the Board, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New
York, NewYork

General Alfred M. Gruenther, Immediate Past President, American National
Red Cross, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Philip Handler, Professor and Chairman, Department of Biochemistry, Duke’”
University Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina

hIr. Arthur O. Hanisch, President, Stuart Company, Pasadena, California
Dr. Frank Horsfall, Jr., President and Director, Sloan-Kettering Institute for

Cancer Research, New York, New York
Dr. J. Willis Hurst, Professor and Chairman, Department of Internal Medicine,

Emory University Schoolof Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia
Dr. Hugh H. Hussey, Director, Division of Scientific Activities, American Medic

cal Association, Chicago, Illinois. Resigned as of September 5, 1964, to be-
comeSpecial Consultant to the Commission

Mrs. Florence Mahoney, Co-Chairman, National Committee Against Mental IU-’”
ness,Washington, D.C.

84 Dr. Charles W. Mayo, Emeritus Staff Surgeon, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Min.
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Dr. John S. Meyer, Professor and Chairman, Department of Neurology, Wave
State University Collegeof Medicine, Detroit, Michigan

Mr. James F. Oates, Chairman of the Board, Equitable Life Assurance Society,
New York, New York

Dr. E. M. Papper, Professor and Chairman, Department of Anesthesiology, Col.
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, New York

Dr. Howard A. Rusk, Professor and Chairman, Department of Physical Medicine
and Rehabihtation, New York University Medical Center, New York, New
York

Dr. Paul W. Sanger, Surgeon, Charlotte, North Carolina

General David Sarnoff, Chairman of the Board, Radio Corporation of America,
NewYork, NewYork

Dr. Helen B. Taussig, Emeritus Professor of Pediatrics; Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, Baltimore, Maryland

Mrs. Harry S: Truman, Independence, Missouri
Dr. Irving S. W-right,Prof=or of Clinical Medicine, Cornell University, Medi-

cal CoUege,NewYork, NewYork
Dr. Jane C. Wright, Adjunct Associate Professor of Research Surgery, New.

York University School of Medicine, NewYork, NewYork

STAFF

StaflDirector
Dr. Abraham M. Lilienfeld, Professor and Chairman, Department of Chronic

Diseases,Johns Hopkins University Schoolof Hygiene and Public Health, Balti-
more, Maryland

ExecutiveSecretiry
Mr. Stephen J. Ackerman, Associate Chief for Planning and Analysis, Bureau

of State Services (Community Health), Public Health Service, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Staf Assoctie
Dr. John D. Turner, Office of the Director, National Heart Institute, Public

HeaIth Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Bethesda,
Maryland.

Wher

Mr. Horace G. Ogden, Information Oficer, Bureau of State Services (Commun-
ity Health), Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare,Washington, D.C. ,.

Publti Retiiom

Mr. ~lon E. Martin, Information Offimr, National Heart Institute, Public
Health Service, U.S. Department of Heahh, Education, and Welfare, Bethesda. 85
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Stifi Asstitants

Dr. Nemat O. Borhani, Head, Heart Disease Control Program, Bureau of Chronic
Diseaws, California Department of Public Health, Berkeley, Crdifornia

Mr. Louis Carrese, Program Planning Officer,Office of the Director, National
Cancer Institute, Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Bethesda,Maryland

Dr, Maureen Henderson, Associate Professor of Preventive Medicine and Markle
Scholar, Universit~.of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MaryIand

Dr. William L. Kissick, Assistant to the Special Assistant to the Secretary (Health
and Medicd Affairs), U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Bayard Morrison, Clinical Branch, Collaborative Research, National Cancer
Institute, Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bethesda, Maryland

Mr. Marcus Rosenbhuu, Associate Special Assistant to the Surgeon General for
Scientific Information, Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Dr. David Schottenfeld, Associate Director, Admitting and Diagnostic Clinic,
Memorial Hospital, NewYork, New York

Mr. Daniel Zwick, Officeof the Chief, Bureau of Medical Services, Public Health
Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Silver
Maryhnd

Consultants

Mr. Mike German, Executive Director, National Committee Against
Illness, Washin@on,D.C.

Spring,

Mental

Mr. Boisfeuillet Jones, President, Emily and Ernest Woodruff Foundation,
Atlanta, Georgia

Dr. Morton L. Levin, Professor of Cancer Epidemiology, Roswell Park Memorial
Institute, BuffaIo,NewYork

Administrative and Cletid

Mrs. Frances Carr Mr. Jon Rasmussen
Miss Billie Ann Coen Miss Joan Schulta
Miss Zi Dek Mrs. Julie Thomas
Mrs. Selma Freedman Mrs, Marjorie V. Thompson
Mr. George Kreiner Miss Mary Triantis
Miss Roberta Laney Miss Diane Wilkins
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APPENDIX C

In his Health Message to Congress early in IW, President Lyndon B. Johnson
stated:

“Cancer, heart disease and strokes stubbornly remain the leading causes
of death in the United States. They now afflict 15 million Americans—two-
thirds of all Americans now living will ultimately suffer or die from one of
them.

“These diseases are not confinedto older people.
. “Approximately half of the cases of cancer are found among persons under

65.
. “cancer causes more deaths among chfldren under age15 than any other

disease.
. “More than half the persons suffering from heart disease are in their most

productive years.
. “Fully a third of all persons with recent strokes or with paralysis due to

strokes are under 65.
“The Pubtic Health Service is now spending well over a quarter of a billion

dollars annually finding ways to combat th=e diseases. Other organizations,
both public and private, also are investing considerable amounts in these
tiorts.

‘me flow of new discoveries, new drugs, and new techniques is impressive
and hopeful.

“Much remains to be learned. But the American people are not receiving the
full benefits of what medical research has already accomplished. In part, this
is because of shortages of professional h=lth workers and mediml faciliti=.
It h ak partly due to the public’s lack of aw-arenessof recentdevelopmentsand
techniques of prevention and trmtment.

“I am establishing a Commkswn on Heart Disease, Ca~er and Strokes to
recommend steps to redwe the imtience oj these diseases through new knowl-
edge ad more compkte ztiilization oj the medical knowledgewe &ready have.

“The Commission wfilbe made up of persons prominent in medicine and pub-
lic affairs. I expect it to complete its study by the end of this year and submit
recommendations for action.” ,
On March 7, the President announced the names of the members of this Com-

mission and on April 17, 19W, the Commission held its first meeting in the Wte
Houae. The Prmident addrwsedthe Commi~ion as follows:

“Ladies and Gentlemen: On beautiful days like this, the Prmident and school
boys have a hard time staying indoors. I think we would set a good example
for the Nation, and we would advance the cause that brings us together, if we 87
we wodd take time for a brisk walk outside this morning. I am a subscriber HEARTDISUSE CANCERAND STROKE
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to the view once expressed that if you want to know if your brain is flabby, you
better feel your legs.

“Health is something that we treasure in this house where you are gathered
this morning, and I know it is treasured in every house throughout our land
and around the world. It was said several centuries ago, health is the greattit
of allpossessions. A pale cobbler is better than a sick king.

“The work that you have begun today is work in which I have the keenest and
greatest and the most personal interest. You are here to begin mapping m
attack by this N’ationupon the three great killers, the three great cripplers—
heart, cancer, and stroke disease. These three account for the majority of
deaths and much of the serious disability which strikes our people every year.

“1 have asked you to undertake these three objectives: First, to measure the
full magnittide of the impact of these diseasesupon the Nation; second, to eval-
uateour resources for acquiring new knowledgethat we already have; thir~ to
identify the obstacles which stand in the way of advancing knowledge and gi~e
us guidelines on overcomingthose obstacles.

“To this group I do not think I need to tell you how vital this is. Unless we
do better, two-thirds of all Americans now living will suffer or die from cancer,
heart disease, or stroke. I expect you to do something about it. Five miUon
Americans a year are struck down in the prime of life by heart attacks, often
fatal. Every two minutes cancer strikes a man or a woman or a child in tis
country. Every year strokes leave 200,000 Americans dead and another 2
mi~ion incapacitated.

“1 want us to put our great resource~and they are unlimited—to work to
overcomethis. We can, and because of the work you will do, I believe we ~~ti.
So let me say this: I know there are some differing viewpoints about the
prospects for success in these fields, but from what some of ‘youon this Com-
mission have reported to me, and from some other sources that I believe in,
I think our goals are in sight. It is well within the range of reasonable exp&ta-
tion that work being done now in regard to contro~ing growth of cells in the
human body will bring decisive victories over heart disease and cancer and
strokes.

“The point is, we must conquer heart disease, we must conquer cancer, ~+”e
must conquer strokes. This Nation and the whoie world cries out for this vic-
tory. I am firmly convinced that the accumulated brains and determination of
this Commission and of the scientific community of the world will, before the
end of this decade, come forward with some answers and cures that we need
so very much. When this occur=not ‘if,’ but ‘when,’ and I emphasire

we will face a new challenge and that will be what to do within our‘when’—
economy to adjust ourselves to a life span and a work span for the average
man or woman of 100years.

“Knowing Government as I do, I am sure some President some day wi~ be
appointing a commission to study that very great problem, and I wodd be
pleased to be tbat President. If you do your work well and if you do your ~,ork
with dispatch, maybe I willhave that privilege.



“I have often been reminded myself of Shakespeare’s line, ‘A good heart is
worth gold.’ I am glad mine is good now and if the doctors and the Secret
Service and my guardians in the press will just permit me to get my exercise, I
intend to keep it that way.

“I want to thank you very much for be~nning the work that I think will ulti-
mately win the hardest fight that we have ever fought, and I would suspect that
just as we look back on Lincoln’sproclamation a hundred years ago, when he
took the chains offthe slaves, I would suspect that some day your grandchildren
and great, great grandchildren will be looking at this picture made this morn-
ing in this beautiful rose garden, all the thorns are inside, and see the leadership
of 50 States who are willing to give their talents and their energies and their
imaginations, and stay awake at night and roll over and go get a glass of water
and come back and think some more on how to get the results that we know are
within our reach,

“In my judgment, there is nothing that you will ever do that will keep your
name glorified longer, and that wi~ make your descendants prouder than this
unselfish task that you have today undertaken to get rid of the causes of
heart disease and cancer and stroke inthisland and around the world. What can
be more satisfying than to feel that you have preserved not a life, but millions
of them, for decades. I am here to say to you that while we are interested
in the food stamp plan, we are interested in medicare for the aged under
social security, we are inter=ted in the civil fights bill that we consider
most =ential to our leadership in this country and in the world, we are
interested in the pay bi~ that will keep our good civil servants here, we are
interested in the immigration bill that will permit fami~es to join each other,
and we are interested in the poverty bill that wi~ take our boys out of the pool
halb and out of the slums and out of the juvenile delinquency centers of the
Nation—we are interested in all those things.

“There is nothing that really offers more and greater hope to all humanity
and to preserving humanity than the challenge in the task tiat you have under-
taken. You have among you some of the great doctors, some of the great
public servants of our time. Somehow, some way, some time, you are going
to find the answers, and I hope it witi be soon.

“Thank you.”
Organizatwnof the Commtistin

The Commission organhed itself into the following Subcommittees with the
followingChairmen:

Heart Disease —Dr. Irving Wright
Cancer —Dr. Sidney Farber
Stroke —Dr. John Meyer
Research —Dr. Phihp Handler
Manpower —Dr. Edward Dempsey ,.
Communications —Mr. Emerson Foote
Facilities —Mr. Arthur Hanisch
Rehabilitation —Dr. Howard A. Rusk 89
The Chairmen constituted the Executive Committee of the Commission. HEARTDISEASE,CANCERAND STROKE
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Methods oj Operation

The Commi~ion established the following methods of operation:

1,

2.

3.

The collection of information from agencies, groups, and institutions con-
cerned with these diseases through letters, staff visits, surveys, etc.
The holding of hearings at which expert witnesses from the widest possibb
range of interests, both public and private, presented their views and dis-
cussed the issuti involved.
The preparation of the report and its recommendations and their submis-
sion to the President.

A letter was sent to the professional organizations and voluntary health agen-
cks listed in Appendix D, informing them of the appointment of the Commis-
sion and indicating that the Commission “would welcome a written statement
setting forth the overa~ views of the organization on the problems pertinent to
the mission of the Commission and any suggestions and recommendations.” The
response to this request was most gratifying and the Commission expr=ses its
appreciation to these organizations for their assistance.

In approaching its task, the Facilities Subcommittee considered it desirable to
determine the overall need for patient care, research, and educational facilities.
As no estimate of National needs was available, the Subcommittee undertook a
National survey of medical, dentd, osteopathic, pubIic heaIth, and veterinary
schools; of research centers; and of community hospitals to obtain information
regarding their needs, plans, and problems concerning the construction of new
space and the renovation of old, The results of this survey are reported in detail
in Volume 2.

During November, the Second National Conference on Cardiovascular Diseases
was held. Several hundred cardiologists and scientists spent over a year pre-
paring a survey of the entire field of cardiovascular diseases for review and
discussion at this Conference. All of this material was made available to the
Commission, and the Commission would like to express its appreciation to Dr.
E. Cowles Andrus, Conference Chairman, and to the Conference.participants for
their generous assistance.

In view of the need for obtaining information and viewson the economic aspects
of heart disease, cancer ad stroke, the Commission obtained a detailed analysis
of the economic costs of these diseases. In addition, Dr. Walter Heller, Chairman
of the Council of Economic Advisors to the President, calIed together a group of
economists for a meeting on September 30, 1964,to discuss this area. A report of
this meeting is presented in Volume 2. The Commission expresses its gratitude
to Drs. HeUer, Arrow, de Janosi, Hansen, Klarman and %itovsky for their help.

Each of the Subcommittees held hearings to which were invited individual
experts, representatives of selected voluntary health agencies and professional ‘“
organizations and officialFederal, State, and local health agencies. The opinions
and recommendations of these individuals were obtained, and an official tran-
script was made of each of these meetings.

*



A total of 45 such meetings were held, and more than 166 experts appeared at
these hearings, and the Commission is deeply grateful to those who came to these
mmtings, most of which were held in Washington. More than 7,500 pages of
testimony, amounting to many millions of words were obtained. A list of these
witnessesappears as Appendix E,

Each of the Subcommittees reviewed the testimony, in addition to background
material, and prepared a report including recommendations. Each of these
reports was then reviewed by the Executive Committee, which held 10 meetings
during the term of the Commission. The Commission itself met as a whole 6
times, several of which were two days in length, to review the repo~s and recoin”
mendations of each of the Subcommittees and of the Executive Committee. These
reports were brought together in a unified fashion to serve as the report of the
Commission.
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American Academy of General Practice,.
1 American Academy of Neurology
1 American Academy of Oral Patholo~-
/!
i!

American Academy of Pediatrics

/; American Academy of Physical Medicineand Rehabilitation
j! American Association of Cancer Research/i
!1 American Association of Dental Schools
j[ American Association of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
jf,\! American Cancer Society

]! American Collegeof Cardiology
I American College of ChestPhysicians

American Collegeof Obstetricians and Gynecologists

~
American Coflegeof Physicians
American Collegeof Preventive Medicine
American Collegeof Radiology

~
American Coflegeof Surgeons
American Dental Association
American Diabetes Association

1.
American Heart Association
American Hospital Association

~,

American Medical Association
American Medical Women’sAssociation
American Neurological Association
American Nurses’Association
American Nursing HomeAssociation
American Osteopathic Association
American Public Health Association
American Society of Clinical Pathologists
American Society of Medical Technolocti~ts

1.
American Society of Neurosurgeons
American Thoracic Socjety‘ ]

I
Arthritis and RheumatismFoundation

i Association of AmericanMedical Colleges
Association of Life Insurance Medical Directors
Association of Rehabilitation Centers
Association of Schoolsof Public Health
Association of State and Territorird Hdth Officers
Association of State Chronic DiseaseProgram Directors
Catiolic Hospital Association

,.

CoUegeof American Pathologists”
Group Health Association of Amerjca

92 Group Life Insurance, Inc.
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Health Insurance Institute
Institute of Life Insurance
Inter-Society CytologyCouncil
International Union Against Cancer
Leukemia Society
Life Insurance Medical Research Fund
National Association of Social Workers
National Dental Association
National Health Council
National League for Nursing
National Medical Association
National Rehabilitation Association
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults
Public Health Cancer Association
Societyof Actuaries
Societyof Public Health Educators
U.S.Conference of City Health Oficers
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Dr. Frank Adair, Breast Cancer Specialist, and Past President, American Cancer
Society,NewYork, NewYork

Mr. Scott Adams, Deputy Director, National Library of Medicine, Bethesda,
Maryland

Dr. Robert A. Aldrich, Director, National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development,National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland

Dr. Otis Anderson, Medical Liaison, American Medical Association, Washington,
D.C.

Dr. E. CowlesAndrus, Professor Emeritus, Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland

Mr. Daniel Bailey, Assistant to the Director, National Library of Medicine,
Bethesda,Maryland

Dr. A. B. Baker, Professor and Chairman, Department of Neurology, University
of Minnesota MedicalSchool,Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dr. Gordon Barrow, Director, Cardiovascular Disease Control Service, Georgia
Department of Public Health, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. Carl BerUey, Consultant,RCA Laboratories, Princeton, New Jersey
Dr. Robert Bowman, Chief, Laboratory of Technical Development, National

Heart Institute, Nationaf Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland
Dr. David Brand, Chief, Heart Disease Control Branch, Division of Chronic

Diseases, Bureau of State Services, Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Arnold S. Breakey, Assistant Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology,Depart-

ment of Ophthalmology,hrew York L’niversitySchool of Medicine, New York,
New York.

Dr. Lester Breslow, Chief, Division of Preventive Medical Services, California
Department of Public Health, Berkeley,California

Dr. Ray Brown, Director of Program of Hospital Administration, Duke Univer-
sity Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina

Dr. Kevin Bunnell, Associate Director, Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education, Boulder,Colorado

Dr. Mary I. ,Bunting, President, Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and a Commissioner, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Germantown, Mary-
land

Dr. T. H. Butterworth, Representative, Society of Public Health Educators, Inc.,
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Lee Cady, AssociateProfessor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, New
York University School of Medicine, New York, New York.

Dr. John L. Caughey, Jr., Associate Dean, Western Reserve University School ‘“- .
of Medicine, Cleveland,Ohio

94 Dr. Philip Cohen, Chairman, Department of Biochemistry, University of Wis-
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Dr. Clifford Cole, Chief, Neurological and Sensor)’ Disease Service Program,
Division of Chronic Diseases, Bureau of State Services, Public Health Serv-
ice,Washington, D.C.

Dr. Donald A. Covalt, Associate Director, Institute of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, New York University Medical Center, New York, New York

Dr. Russel W. Cumley, Executive Director, Medical Arts Publishing Founda-
tion, Houston, Texas

Dr. Emerson Day, Director, Strang Clinic, NewYork, NewYork
Dr. George Deaver, Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, New

York University Medical Center, NewYork, NewJ-ork
Dr. Bowen C. Dees, Assistant Director (Planning), Xational Science Founda-

tion, Washington, D.C.
Dr. D, Denny-Brown, James Jackson Putnam profe~~or of Neurology, Harvard

Medical School, Harvard University, Boston, Massachusetts
Dr. Harold S. Diehl, Senior Vice President for Medical Research and Medical

Affairs,American Cancer Society, NewYork, NewYork
.Dr. Leonard Diner, Chief, Psychological Section, Institute of Physical Medi-

cine and Rehabilitation, New York University Medical Center, New York,
NewYork

Dr. James P. Dixon, President, Antioch College,YellowSprings, Ohio
Dr. Patrick Doyle, Deputy Commissioner, Vocational Rehabilitation Adminis-

tration, Department of Health, Education, and WeMare,Washington, D.C.
Dr. Renato Dulbwco, Salk Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego, California
Dr. Charles Dunham, Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, Atomic Energy

Commission,Germantown, Maryland
Dr. Charles E. Dunlap, Chairman, Department of Pathology, Tulane University

Schoolof Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana
Mr. H. P. Dunning, Program Management Officer,Cancer Control Branch, Divi-

sion of Chronic Diseases, Bureau of State Services, Public Health Service,
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Harry Eagle, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Yeshiva University, New
York, New York

Dr. PauI Ellwood, Executive Director, Sister Elizabeth Kenny Foundation, Min-
neapolis, Minnesota

Dr. Kenneth Endicott, Director, National Ca~er Institute, National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, Maryland

Dr. Lester Evans, Consultant in Education for the Health Professions, University
of IIlinois Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois

Dr. Shirley C. Fisk, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Health and Medical,
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Reginald Fitz, Dean, University of New Mexico School of Medicine, Albu- ,,
querque, New Mexico

Dr. C. Miller Fisher, Assistant Clinical Professor of Neurology, Department of
Neurology,Massachusetts General HospitaI, Boston,Massachusetts 95

Mr. Leslie Flory, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, NewJersey HEARTDISEASE,CANUR AND STROKE



Mr. Pierre Frale~.,Executive Secretary, Council for the Advancement of Science
Writing, Phoenixville,Pennsylvania

Dr. Aaron Ganz, Chief, Research Career Section, Research Fellowships Branch,
National Institute of General IIedical Sciences, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Mar>land

Dr. Leo J. Gehrig, Chief, Bureau of Medical Services, Public Health Service,
Washington, D.C.

Dr. David Gelfand, Member, Rehabilitation Committee, American Medical Asso-
ciation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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